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SYNOPSIS 
Some 700 tests of individual bolts were made to determine and compare 
the behavior of heavy, finished thick, and finished nuts over a range of nut 
hardness values (or strengths) when torqued to failure using ASTM A325 high-
strength bolts with minimum and maximum strengths. A number of bolts and nuts 
~re also loaded in direct tension to compare static strength with torqued 
strehgth. The tests ~re performed on 3/4 in., 7/8 in., and 1 in. diameter 
specimens. 
The test results indicate that, with proper selection of nut hardness 
and bolt strength, bolts having nuts of the heavy, finished thick, and finished 
series will develop at least the specified proof loads at l/2 nut turn from 
"snug" and, if loaded to failure, will fail in tension through the bolt threads. 
A STUDY OF THE BEMVIOR OF NUrS 
FOR USE WITH HIGH -STRENGTH BOLTS 
10 INTRODUCTION 
10 General Discussion of the Problem 
At the time of the initiation pf this series of tests in 1958, 
heavy series nuts with stripping stre~ths equal to or greater than that 
required by ASTM A325-55 Specification were used with high-strength bolts 
for structural applicationso Some engineers believed, however, that 
equally satisfactory connections could be made using suitable nuts with 
a smaller across-flat dimension and possibly a smaller thickness. Such 
nuts could be either the stanqard finished thick or the finished series 
as manufactured for use in other applications. A pilot test program 
(1) * reported by Co F. Krickenberger j Jr., E. Chesson, Jr", .and W. Ho Munse 
indicated that these nut types showed promise for use with structural bolts. 
Those results had demonstrated that the use of certain finished series nuts 
with high-strength bolts might be feasible J and that the fastener behavior 
was comparable to that obtained with the heavy series nutso That same 
study also showed that some heavy series nuts,? of low hardness or stripping 
strength, were unsatisfactory. 
When a prelimi~ analysis of the data reported herein and infor-
mation presented in another report(2) were made available to the Research 
Council on Riveted and Bolted Structural JOints, its specification(3) for 
structural joints was revised to permit the use of finished hexagon nuts 
"conforming to .ASA Standard B18 0 2 and meeting the requirements of ASTM 
Specifications Al94, Grade 2H 0 ff 
* Numbers in parentheses refer to the list of References 0 
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The reduced dimensions of the finished thick and, finished series 
nuts provide several advantages 0 Among these are: 
10 A smaller nut can reduce initial cost (if special steels or 
treatments are not required), as well as shipping costs. For exam;ple: a 
finished thick nut weighs about 8f:J1, as much as a heavy series nut of the 
same diameter} while the finished nut weighs only about 65% as much. 
2. Finished and finished thick nuts have the same across-flat 
dimensions as the head of the regular semifinished hexagon bolt (ASA 
Standard B18&2) and permit the use of a single wrench size for either the 
bolt head or the nut. (The 1960 Research Council specification(3) allows 
use also of a bolt with across-flat dimensions the same as the heavy series 
nut, thereby obtaining the wrench size advantage while permitting the 
omission of a washer under the part which is not turned to tighten the 
fastener) & 
3. Some savings can also be realized when fire covering is 
necessary. 
20 Scope of Investigation 
In practice it has been found that the behaviors of different 
bolt assemblies may va:ry when tightened to failure" In some cases the 
assemblies fail in tension through the bolt threads while in other instances 
the threads of the nut (or of bolt and nut) strip. Tensile failure of the 
bolt is easily detected. The initiation of a stripping failure, though} is 
difficult to identify because the stripping develops gradually, some tension 
remains in the bolt, and there is little or no visible damage. Since 
repla~ement of damaged fasteners is essential for sound jOints, tensile 
failure of the bolt is generally desirable ~ere over-torquing may occuro 
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Over-torquing may be more of a problem where bolts are installed by means 
of controlled torque or a related .·method rather than where bolts are in-
stalled by a number of turns (usually one or less) of the nut 0 This is 
true because of the difference in margin of safety between the torque 
necessary for proper tension and the maximum torque as compared to number 
of turns for proper tension and the number of turns to failure(4) 0 
By specifying three different hardness levels for each series of 
nut used in this study, it was hoped that a correlation wo~d be obtained 
between the strength developed by the assembly, the type of failure, and 
the nut hardness. Two strength or hardness levels were specified for the 
A325 bolts to permit comparison of the nut behavior when used ~th bolts 
of low hardness and of high hardness. To make the results of the study 
directly applicable to present practice, tests were performed on the bolt 
diameters most cormnonly used in structural work 0 The nuts were tested both 
individually and as an assembly with a bolt and washero The assemblies 
were tightened to failure by both manual torquing and pneumatic torquing, 
the methods commonly employed in practice. 
In an attempt to obtain representative results and to reduce the 
effects of individual variations, three duplicates were tested for each 
combination of bolt size, bolt hardness, nut type, and nut hardness. The 
tests totaled some 700 in number. 
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IIo!' DESCRIPrION OF SPECIMENS AND TESTS 
3.. Description of Specimens 
The bolts for this program were furnished by a single manufacturer 
in three sizes: 3/4 in., 7/8 in., and 1 in. diameter. Each size was made 
in two lots 0 The first lot was draw. to a hardness value near the bottom 
of the range as specified for A325 bolts. The second lot was drawn to obtain 
a hardness near the top of this rangeo This gave bolts with hardnesses near 
22 and 32 points Rockwell fie It respectively" All of the bolts used in this 
program had a shank length of 4 in. The same manufacturer provided a quenched 
and tempered washer for each assembly. (Only one washer ·was used, under the 
torqued portion of the assembly, because of the test procedure. This is 
discussed further in Section 4.) 
Two different manufacturers provided the three types of nuts (heavy, 
finished thick, and finished series) used in the tests. Each series was 
requested in three hardness groups. The hardness values were selected on 
the basis of the results of the earlier series of tests(l) in an attempt 
to obtain tensile failure through the bolt shank in some cases, and stripping 
failure tho~~ the nut threads in other cases <> The average nut hardnesses 
as determined. in the laboratory are shown in Table 1. Because of manufacturing 
difficult~es ~,d economies, it was not possible to obtain all nuts in the 
desired ranges of hardness. (For example, in Table 1 it will be noted that 
in a numbe:- of instances, only one or two hardness points separate low and 
medium or medi urn and high hardness nuts.) 
For heavy nuts ordered under the Research Council 1960 flSpecifica-
tiona for Structural Joints Using ASTM A325 Bolts n there are no hardness 
requirements. However, information provided by five nut manufacturers 
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indicated that heavy nuts currently su~~lied for use with the A325 bolt fall 
in the range of 84~ to 9~. Most of the heavy nuts used in this series 
of tests wer~ softer than 84RBo Under the same specifications, finished 
series nuts are required to ~a.ve hardness values wi thin the range of 24RC 
(about 101~) to 37RC. From Table 1 it is seen that the finished series 
nuts did not meet these new requirements. 
It should be noted that all the nuts used in these tests ~re 
ordered prior to the increase in proof load of the heavy·nut as called for 
in the 1958 revision of the ASTMA325 Specification, and prior to the 
inclusion of the finished nut in the Research Council Specification. 
40 Descri~tion of Test Apparatus 
(a) Load Cells~ Three load cells were made to measure the axial bolt 
load of the assemblies during tightening. Each cell Y7E.S designed to 
accomodate one bolt size and to withstand the estimated maximum load of 
that size 0 Figure 1 shows an exploded diagram of a cell and its component 
parts 0 A ring was made for the end of each cell to ~revent the flanges 
from separating as a result of the twisting action of the bolt head during 
the test. To protect the surfaces of these flanges and the end of the 
load cell from scoring, 1/8 ino thick hardened washers were welded to the 
ring. A new washer was used at the load cell face with each bolt assembly 
testedo The hole through the center of each cell was made 1/16 in. larger 
than the nominal bolt diameter to be testedj the total grip was 2 3/8 ino 
Electrical strain gages were placed on each cell as shown in 
Figure 20 The gages were arranged to ~rovide an indication of the axial 
and torsional loads applied to the cell by the bolts. 
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(b) Torq,ue Bars:- Two torq,ue bars, one of which is shown in Fig. 2, were 
designed for measuring the torque applied to the bolt-nut assemblies during 
testing. One bar was designed for use on the smaller diameter specimens while 
the other was for the larger diameter bolts, thus permitting a greater 
sensi ti vi ty in strain readings than would be possible if o~ly the larger 
torque bar had been used. A collar placed on one end of the torque bar per--
mi tted the attachment of a manual torq,ue wrench or a pneumatiC wrench. During 
a test, the torq,ue bar was supported as shown in Fig. 3. Strain gages mounted 
on the bar measured the strain caused by torsional loads. 
(c) Turns Recorder: A circular rheostat was devised to provide continuous 
and automatic measurement of the number of nut turns during a test. One of the 
rheostats can be seen in Figure 3. 
(d) Calibration: The strain gage circuits were arranged to be temperature 
compensa ti ng. The effect of eccentric loading was also minimized by the 
arrangement of the gages. This was verified on the 3/4 in. cell by calibrating 
~th a two-degree wedge-shaped washer to simulate any out-of-sq,uareness that 
might occur on the bolt head. No difference was noted between the tWo cali-
bration curves. 
Both the load cells and the torque bars were calibrated to determine 
the relationShip between strain readings) load and torque 0 A load cell was 
calibrated for axial load by compressing it in a testing machine an~_measuring 
the strain difference at each load increment by means of a portable strain 
indi ca tor. Load was applied through the head of a short bolt while the face 
of the cell rested on a ~sher and a nut. Several methods were used in att~mpts 
to measure the uresidual torque~/-that is, the torque applied to the load cell 
. .'~ 
through the bolt heado However, after careful .examination of the data, it 
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was decided that these records ,could not be properly evaluated because of 
instrumentation difficultieso ~ince this quantity was not of importance, 
no further study VlaS made of the data 0 
The torque bars were calibrated in a torsion testing machineo 
Each torque bar was calibrated, and then rotated 1200 within the jaws of 
the machine and recalibrated, to determine if racking or vertical displace-
ment of one end of the bar with respect to the other would affect the 
calibration relationship. The torque bar was calibrated in three such 
positions~ No change in the calibration occurred. 
(e) Equipment for Tightening Bolts: Manual torquing with a conventional 
torque wrench was used for a portion of the 3/4 ino and 7/8 in. diameter 
specimens. To facilitate torquing of the 7/8 ino diameter~ as well as some 
of the 3/4 in. diameter specimens) a commercial torque multiplier device 
was used, after it had been calibrated 0 For some bolts of the 7/8 in6 
diameter group, were higher hardness bolts were involved, manual torquing 
of the assemblies to the point of failure became impossible even with the 
multiplier 0 It was decided therefore that the remainder of the manually 
torqued specimens in the 7/8 ino and 1 in~ ,diameter sizes "Would be tested 
using a torsion machine; the load cell and rheostat "Were gripped in one 
machine jaw and the torque bar was placed in the other jaw 0 Figure 4 
illustrates this test setupo 
A pneumatic impact wrench, of a type "Wi~ely used in structural 
practice, was used to t,ighten approximately 300 of the assemblies. Air 
pressure was provided by a compressor capable of producing 160 psi pressure. 
An air regulator was used to adjust the air pressure for the two pneumatic 
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torquing test programs 0 Air pressure used in the tests varied from 50 psi 
for the 3/4 in. diameter specimens to 110 psi for the l in. diameter bolts. 
Once it had been set, the air r~gulator maintained the selected pressure 
within 5 psi. 
(f) Description of Instrumentation: The output signals from each of 
the three Wheatstone bridge circuits (applied torque, bolt tension, and 
residual torque,) were fed into separate amplifier units. The amplified 
signal was then recordedo A schematic diagram of the system is shown in 
Fig. 5. The output from the If turn U measuring device was fed directly into 
the recorder since its response was sufficiently large. 
Since high speed response was not necessary to record the test 
data, all measuring channels were connected to a continuous-recording 
oscillograph for the main ,test program. This permitted good sensi ti vi ty 
(the width of the final record being six inches) and facilitated reduction 
of the data. Typical records obtained using this method are shown in 
Figs. 6a and 6b, reduced in sizeo 
In the tests with manual-torquing, where torque was measured, an 
X-Y plotter was used. The X-Y plotter takes the output from two channels 
or bridges and simultaneously plots one against the other. This arrange-
ment permitted direct recording of the torque-tension relationship. Typical 
records obtained USing this method are shown in Fig. 7. 
5. Control Tests on Nuts and Bolts 
The follOwing control tests were made on the specimens as received 
from the manufacturers: stripping tests of the nuts, proof and ultimate 
load tests of the bolts, and reduced dimension tests of the bolts. 
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To determine the relationship between the hardness of the nuts and 
their thread. shear strengths, _ a series of stripping tests were per formed. 0 
Such a test consisted of threading a nut onto a hardened mandrel (or stud) 
and pulling the mandrel out of the nut, while measuring the ultimate load 
attained. Figure 8 shows the testing arrangement. 
The nuts were threaded onto the studs until three mandrel threads 
were exposed be-tween the nut and the end of the mandrel 0 Load was applied 
at the rate of 005 ino per minute until the maximum load or stripping strength 
was reached 0 Measurements prior to testing of the major diameter of the 
mandrel and of the minor diameter of the nut were taken to give an indication 
of the relative thread fit. Three nuts were tested from each series and 
hardness for a total of 81 tests. 
The proof load tests were performed to determine if Rny permanent 
set of the bolts occurred under application of the minimum proof loads as 
specified in the ASTM A325 specifications 0 The overall length of each bolt 
was measured with a super-micrometer before and after testing to determine 
if any measurable permanent change in length had occurred 0 Three bolts of 
each size and hardness range were tested for a total of 18 testso 
The ultimate load tests were performed using the same bolts used 
for the proof load testso A ten degree washer was placed under the head of 
each bolt, a nut was placed on the threaded end, and the assembly was loaded 
in direct tension at the rate of 005 ino per minute until failure. The 
highest load reached was recorded as the ultimate load 0 
For the reduced dimension tests, standard two-inch gage length, 
0.505 ino diameter coupons were made from each hardness and size of bolt. 
The tests were performed in a testing machine equipped with autographic 
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recording equipment; load-strain diagrams were recorded up to and beyond the 
yield strength. The maximum load on the machine was recorded as the ultimate 
load on the specimens 0 Three duplicates were tested from each group making 
a total of 18 tests. 
6. Assembly Tests 
Four different methods of torquing were used to test the nut-bolt-
washer assemblies in the load cells 0 Two methods made use of a manual torque 
wrench to tighten the assemblies, the wrench being applied to the nut in one 
series of teats and to the bolt head in the other. The other two series used 
a pneumatic ~ench, the air pressure being regulated so that the nut was 
tightened at the rate of approximately one turn every 10 seconds in one grOl,lP 
of tests and at about one turn in every.25 seconds in the other. The follow-
ing variables were recorded continuously during the testing: bolt tension, 
residual torque, applied torque, and number of nut turns. 
All of the specimens were placed in the load cells with the nut 
run on to a finger-tight position. The number of nut turns were recorded 
starting from this position, which is affected by thread condition and other 
variables 0 For the presentation of data in this report, however} . "zero 
turns" was selected to be the point where 5:kips of tension h8.d..beendevef,.oped 
in the bolt, to provide a more consistent base for the evaluation of the 
test results. This value was chosen since it corresponds roughly to the 
load attained when a pneumatiC wrench is used to "snug upl1 a nut before 
actual impacting beginso In practice it has been found that "snugfl position 
varies with operators and equipment, as ~ll as fastener diameter. 
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After continued use, the 3/4 in. and 7/8 in. diameter load cells 
exhibited extensive deformation which necessitated the use of auxiliary 
methods to evaluate the number of nut turns 0 The dishing of the load cells 
caused changes in the bolt tension -- number of turns relations until the 
nut vas advanced to the point Where the washer was fully seated against the 
face of the load cell. Upon seating, the tension-turns curves .did not;...seem 
to be further affected by the deformed shape of the load cell. However, 
these deformation were responsible in part for the galling of the nut (or 
bolt head) and washer, as shown in Fig. 9. In this figure it is evident 
that the 1 in. bolts had no such galling. 
To compensate the turns data for the load cell deformation, a 
number of tension-turns curves from the initial tests made ~th each load 
cell were plotted. A tension greater than that required to seat the washer 
in the deformed load cell but below the bolt proof load was selected as a 
base for each diameter, and the number of turns required to reach this 
datum load was noted for the initial tests. The number of turns recorded 
for every bolt o~ the entire series of tests -was then adjusted. to 
correspond to the selected datum load. Since the slope of the tension-turns 
relations~p is quite steep at the datum load, any error introduced by this 
correction p:-ocedure would be small. It is estimated that in most cases 
the error introduced is less than one-twelfth of a turn.. Applying this 
correction procedure to the 1 in. diameter tests it was found that) for 
this diameter, there was no noticeable change in calibration as a result 
of deformation of the load cell, and the data were used without correction. 
(a) Manual Torque Wrench Tests: For breVity, the tests in ~ch a 
manual torque ~ench was employed shall be designated as follows; M-N for 
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the tests with the wrench applied to the ~ut) and M-BH for the manual tests 
with the wrench applied to the Eolt ~eado As mentioned in Section 4e) 
torquing of a portion of the 1/8 ino and of all of the 1 in. diameter manual-
torque specimens was performed USing a torsion machine rather than a manual 
wrench. 
(b) Pneumatic Tests: The two series of ~neumatic wrench tests in 
which the nuts ~re tightened to about one turn in 10 seconds or 25 seconds 
shall be referred to as P-IO and p-25J respectively 0 
In the preliminary tests) the signal from the torque bar was fed 
into an oscilloscope equipped with a strip film camera. An envelope of the 
torque Signal could be obtained by using lov camera speeds) the maximum 
torque signal occurring during each impact of the wrench. The form of the 
envelope is shown in Figo lOa together with a curve indicating the increase 
in bolt tension with timeo The film speed was increased on some runs to 
permi t a more detailed examination of each blow of the impact wrench. An 
example of the expanded torque t+ace is shown in Fig 0 lOb 0 
It was found that energy losses in the several mechanical connec-
tions in the torque measuring setup limited the amount of· torque actually 
reaching the bolt-n~t-washer assembly during impacting) and th~t·the assembly 
would not fail 0 For this reason, torque measurements were taken for a few 
of the initial tests only, and the torque bar was then omitted from the 
apparatus for the remainder of the pneumatic tests. 
(c) Low Temperature Tests~ Five exploratory tests were performed in 
the program to determine if the temperature of the assembly would affect 
its behavior during tightening. Two specimens were tested at a temperature 
of approximately 320 F and two additional spe~imens were tested at a 
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temperature of approximate -50oFo These same combinations of bolt and nut 
had previously failed by tension in the bolt, when the assemblies were 
tested at room temperatureo One additional specimen was inserted also to 
determine what changes might occur in the case of a stripping failure. 
Finished series nuts were used in the first four tests with one 
high and one low hardness bolt for each of the two temperatures 0 A heavy 
series nut of low hardness was combined with a high hardness bolt for the 
fifth specimen tested. 
To insure uniform temperature throughout each specimen, each 
assembly was held at the appropriate 'temperature for a period of 24 hours 
before testing. The specimens tested at the freezing point were wrapped 
in plastic bags to prevent corrosion and placed (along with a thermomete~) 
in a bucket of ice water until just before impacting. The specimens to 
be tested at -50oF were placed in a low-temperature refrigerator. The 
o 
refrigerator cooling chamber temperature reached -50 F and remained steady 
at this point for a period of 18 hours. 
Since the time lapse between the removal of the specimens from 
the refrigerator unit and their testing might result in a considerable 
change in temperature, the specimens were first transferred to a portable 
insulated container of solvent and dry ice. Dry ice was added periodically 
o to the solution to keep the temperature cons'taut at -50 F 0 
The testing was performed as quickly as possible to prevent any 
significant change in the temperature of the specimen. Once the assembly 
was installed in the load cell, it was tightened to failure using a pneumatic 
-wrench at a running pressure of eo psi 0 After failure, the temperatures of 
both the bolt and the nut portions of the broken specimen were determined 
USing a hand pyrometer. 
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The principal variables recorded during the test were bolt tension 
and number of nut turns. The testing setup was the same as for the pneumatic 
tests described previously. 
(d) Lubricant Tests: Seven of the 7/8 in. ,d.iamei?~r M-N specimens were 
coated with a lubricant 0 Before testing) the lubricant was evenly applied 
to both the nut threads and the bolt threads but not to the face of the nuto 
The procedure for testing was the same as that followed in the manual torque 
tests 0 
(e; Additional Measurements: Along with the tests and measurements 
previously described, the hardness of each nut was recorded 0 Measurements 
of its height and across flats dimensions were also made, to determine changes 
during testingo The major diameter of the bolt thread and the minor diameter 
of the nut thread were noted in the original records to provide some indica-
tion of the fit. Wi th these measurements, the "thread contact area" could 
be computed by subtracting the area computed using the minor diameter of 
the nut threads from the area computed USing the major diameter of the bolt 
threads 0 
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III . KmULTS AND ANALYSIS 
7. Control Tests on Nuts and Bolts 
(a) Nut Stripping Tests: The results of the stripping tests are given 
in Tables 2, 3, and 4 for the 3/4 in., 7/8 in., and 1 in. diameter nuts. 
Included in each table are the ultimate load" ultimate stress) thread con-
tact area, nut hardness,and ultimate bearing stress (a quantity which is 
discussed later in this section) 0 
Failures during the tests were of two types: stripping of the 
nuts, or tensile failure of the mandrels. MOst of the specimens failed by 
a stripping or a shearing of the threads of the nut, the tflreads being 
removed from the nut, and remaining on the mandrels. When higher hardness 
nuts were tested, the stripped threads proved to be very brittle and broke 
easily when unraveled. In some cases, the nut threads stripped individually 
causing corresponding drops in the load applied to the specimen by the 
testing machine. 
A few of the high hardness finished series nuts in the 3/4 in. 
and 1 in. diameter sizes caused tension failures of the mandrel. For the 
3/4 in. size, a higher strength mandrel was used and failure then occurred 
by stripping of the threads. In the case of the 1 in. high hardness nuts, 
stripping failures were produced by pressing the mandrel through the nut. 
In Fig. II the stripping strength (in kips) is plotted against 
nut hardness. The marks on the stripping strength axis represent the 
ASTM A325-58T proof load. (minimum ultimate strength) requirements for heavy 
series nuts. The curves for the heavy nuts cross the proof load values at 
Rockwell B hardness values of 82) 81 and 81 for the 3/4 in.) 7/8 in., and 
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1 ino diameters respectiyely.The curves for the finished thick nut series 
are not well defined at the proof loads specified for heavy series nuts, but 
it seems that at about 80 ~ they would meet the required proof loads 0 The 
finished series nuts require ~ values of 95, 89, and 84 for the 3/4 in., 
7/8 in~, and l in. diameters to meet the specified proof loads~ The relations 
shown on this figure are not clear enough to define accurately the behavior 
wi thin the range of the variables studied, nor would it be wise to select, 
without additional data, suitable hardnesses for the three types of nuts. 
In an attempt to account for some of the variables in the stripping 
tests a quantity called the ftultimate bearing stress n has been used and is 
defined as follows: 
IfUl tima te Bearing Stress It = ~ . . 0 • • • • ~ • • • • • Eq ~ 1 
where p = ultimate (maximum) load., 
A = thread contact area (defined in Section 6e), 
H = measured nut height, 
and n = number of threads per inch. 
The denominator of this expression may be thought of as an approximation of 
the total contact area available between the nut and the mandrel. 
This ultimate bearing stress is plotted against nut hardness in 
Fig. 12, and penni ts a single comparison of nuts of different diameter and 
geometry. To illustrate the effectiveness of this relationship consider 
specimens number 82, 434, and 487. Number 82 was a 3/4 in. diameter, finished 
thick nut of C-lo45 material with a hardness of 80 ~ 'Which gave an ultimate 
load of 49. 5k . Number 434 was a 7/8 in 0 diameter, heavy nut of C-l109 materal 
with a hardness of 83 ~ and an ultimate load of 74ofo Number 487 was a 
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1 in'. finished nut of B-1112 material with a hardness of 83 ~ and an ultimate 
k load of 87.4. The ultimate bearing stress for the three nuts are 66.9, 
67.0, and 68.3 ksi res~ectively. The arrows in the figure indicate these 
three nuts. 
A best fit curve of) 
~n = -454 + 21.4 ~ - .311(~)2 + .00155 (~)3 ...... Eq. 2 
was found to fit the data in the range from 55 to 95~. In the hardness 
range (85 to 100 ~) now "Used with A325 bolts, the "ultimate bearing stress" 
could be expressed sim~ly by: 
P 
AHn = 4 ~ - 275 • Eq. 3 
Being best fit curves for the data in this study, the equations should not 
be arbitrarily a~~lied to other data because of limitations which are 
elaborated in the following ~a.ragra~hs. Some of the variables not fully 
accounted for in the ultimate bearing stress relations and contributing to 
the scatter are: size effect (diameter)) across-flats nut dimenSion, nut 
material, method of nut manufacture, lead error, and condition of the mandrel 
at the time of testing. Since the nut does not transfer load to the mandrel 
uniformly along the height of the nut) it would not be expected that the 
linear correction a~~lied in dividing by the height of the nut would fully 
compensate for the effect of nut height. 
Careful study of the ultimate bearing stress data indicates that 
there may be a small effect of nut diameter on the stri~ping strength. 
However, because of the large number of variables and the small magnitude 
of the effect, it was not ~ossible to isolate and evaluate this variable. 
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Several factors appeared to have an important effect on the shape 
of the best fit curve sho'Wll in Fig 0 12.. The fini shed nuts being of higher 
hardnesses than the other nuts studied, showed a much greater sensitivity 
to nut hardness than did the heavy series (which were of relatively low 
hardness) and the finished thick series showed a slightly greater sensitivity 
to nut hardness than did the heavy series. Nut material and method of 
manufacture seemed to play an important part in this behavior, as was shown 
in the previously reported exploratory tests(l) 0 From Table 1 it can be 
seen that most of the finished thick and finished nuts were made of c-l045 
material. In Fig. 12 the nine finished nuts (the group from 61-71 ksi) 
made of material other than c-lo45 showed much lower values of f1u1timate 
bearing stress rt than did the c-lo45 finished nuts. The three points 
farthest from the curve at about 70 ksi were the only nuts made of c-ll08 
material. Consequently, the type of material appears to have an effect 
on the behavior of the nuts. However, since the spectrum of nut hardness 
values for B...'1Y one nut geometry and the spectrum of values for any given 
nut material ~'1d method of nut manufacture did not extend across the entire 
range of nut ha:~'1ess under study, it was not possible to determine the 
inter-relationsr~p of these factors. 
(b) Proo~ Load Tests~ Eighteen bolts (three for each size and hard-
ness value) ~e~e subjected to the required proof load as given by ASTM A325 
specifications. None of the bolts tested ~thin this grouF experienced 
any permanent elongation ~thin the measuring tolerances of 00005 1T per-
mi tted. No thread damage was found) for the nuts were easily removed 
from the bolts after testing. 
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(c) Ultimate Bolt Load Tests~ The results of this series of direct 
tension tests are given in Table 5. The high hardness 7/8 in. diameter 
bolts exceeded the maximum hardness specified in A325. Several of the bolts 
had tensile strengths in excess of the strength of the nuts used to test 
them; consequently, some stripping failures occurred. Harder nuts were 
then used wi th the remainder of the bolts in those series to in'sure bolt 
failures. By examining Table 5, one can see that all bolts met the 1958 
specification minimum ultimate load values for full size bolts. 
Cd) Reduced Dimension Tests: The results of the coupon tests are 
tabulated in Table 6 .. Specimens lS and :38 in the 3/4 in .. series and the 
soft bolt coupons in the 7/8 ino and 1 in. size gave ultimate tensile 
stresses less than those listed in ASTM A325-58T specification for full 
size bolt tests. In addition, the 1 in. diameter soft bolt coupon speci-
mens had yield point stresses lower than those indicated for full size 
bolts by the specifications. However, all of these bolts had been specially 
heat treated to provide, if possible, minimum hardnesses and these did not 
necessarily re~resent strengths or hardnesses normally produced by these 
manufacturers. 
Failures of the specimens, all of the Itcone-cupu type, . occurred 
near the head end of the material,suggesting that cOld-rolling of the 
threads increases the tensile strength in the thread regiono 
Most of the 7/8 in. ~d 1 inc diameter bolt material specimens 
exhibited well defined upper and lower yield points but the stress-strain 
diagrarrBfor the 3/4 in. specimens leveled off without showing an upper 
yield point c Since a greater amount of material was removed from the 
7/8 in. and 1 in .. bolts than from the 3/4 inc bolts to form these reduced 
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dimension specimensJ it might be expected that the 3/4 ino specimens would 
show more effect of quenching and teIU]?erinK, a greater strength) and 
possibly a loss of definite yield pointo 
From Table 5 and 6 it is seen that in every case the reduced 
dimension test specimen had a lower ultimate strength than did the corre-
sponding bolt in a full bolt test when its strength is based on the stres's 
area. These results are probable due largely to the "reinforcement 11 given 
to the :full 6i ze bolt by its thread geometry and to the removal of the 
harder outer surfaces during the coupon specimen preparationo 
80 Bolt Tension--Nut Turns Relations 
The bolt tension--nut turns relations for the I ino diameter P-lO 
tests are shown in Fig. 130 Similar'relations for the other test series 
are given in Appendix BJ Figs. Bl to Bllo Although a continuous record of 
turns and bolt tension was obtained for each bolt assemblYJ only the 1/2J 
lJ and 1 1/2 turns and maximum bolt tens:i.on points have been plottedo The 
data are shown in terms of bolt proof load in order to facilitate compari-
son between the three diameters 0 Each point on the graphs represents " 
the average of three individual tests and is intended to connect related 
points rather than define the bolt tension between the plotted points. The 
marks "1" and "H" on the left side of the graphS represent the ultimate. 
load as obtained for the corresponding bolts tested in tensiono The marks 
"I") "m") and "h" on the right side of each graph represent the ultimate 
strength of the corresponding nuts as obtained in the stripping tests (refer 
to Section 7a)o 
From Figo 13 it can be seen that as the nut hardness increases) 
the stripping strength of the assembly increases until the mode of failure 
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changes to a tensile failure of the bolt. The tests using the low hardness 
bolt in the finished and finished thick series showed little effect of nut 
hardness on the behavior of an assembly failing in tension. Note that both 
the torqued tensile strength and the torqued stripping strength of the 
assembly is consistently lower than the corresFonding strengths when tested 
statically to failure. (See Section 10 for further discussion of this 
observation. ) 
It can be seen in the figures that) in general) by the time the 
nut had been advanced 1/2 turn past the 5 kip Fosition, the assembly had 
reached the Fortion of the tension-turns curve where little or no change 
in tension resulted as the number of turns was .. further increased. Virtually 
all of the assemblies exceeded the proof load at 1/2 nut turn. 
AFproximately 30 percent of the bolts tested developed maximum 
bolt tension before Itsnugtt plus 1/2 nut turn, about 55 Fercent developed 
maximum load between 1/2 and 1 turn, and the remainder reached maximum load 
before 1 1/2 turns. The most imFortant variable influencing this behavior 
aPFeared to be the tn>e of failure 0 In general., specimens which failed by 
stripFing of the nut reached their maximum load at a smaller number of nut 
turns than did the comparable sFecimens which failed in tension. 
9 0 Bolt Tension at One Half Nut Turn 
The distribution of bolt load at "snuglf Flus 1/2 turn vs. nut 
hardness for the 1 in. diameter P-lO (10 sec. Fneumatic) tests is shown 
in Fig. 14. The tensile strengths and the yield points of the bolts as 
obtained from the reduced dimension tests are indicated for comparison. 
The relationshiFs for the other test series are shown in Appendix B, 
Figso B12 to B22. 
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Bolt tension at 1/2 nut turn increased with an increase in nut 
hardness. Also} as might be expected} higher bolt loads were found in 
assemblies using high hardness bolts than in similar specimens using low 
hardness bolts. Considerable scatter was characteristic of the data. 
The load at 1/2 turn was recorded for 587 tests and of these 47} 
or 8 percent, failed ~o.meet the ASTM A325 proof load for the bolts. Bolt 
tensions below 90 percent of proof load were found for only 10 bolts 
(2 percent). Two bolts gave loads below 85 percent of the proof load; 
the lowest tension recorded was 78 percent of the proof load after one 
half turn. 
It is important to recall, however, that the 587 tests noted 
above included several nut types with hardnesses below that now recommended 
for use in structural connections. When proper hardness nuts and bolts are 
used} there is no evidence that a bolt will fail to reach or exceed proof 
load after one half' turn from the "snug ft position, provided the joint is 
properly fit-up. 
Of the 47 assemblies which failed to achieve the proof load, 
38 ~re specimens using low hardness bolts; only 9 used the high hardness 
bolts} so approximately 97 percent of the high hardness bolts exceeded the 
proof load at 1/2 nut turn. On the basis of diameter, 3-3/4 in.} 4-7/8 in., 
and 40-1 in. specimens failed to meet the·proof load. These results tend 
to reflect the yield points shown in the reduced dimension coupons, the 
computed yield point for the 1 in. diameter low hardness bolts being only 
96 percent of proof load.. Excluding the 1 in 0 diameter low hardness bolts, 
of the remaining 14 bolts which did not meet the proof load at 1/2 turn 
orily one specimen failed in tension, and this bolt, When examined, showed 
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signs of nut stripping. Most of the bolts which failed to develop the proof 
load at 1/2 turn used heavy nuts, only 12 used the finished thick nut) and 
6 the finished nut~ All of these finished thick and finished specimens were 
from the 1 in. diameter pneumatic tests and used low hardness bolts. Again, 
if the l in. diameter low hardness bolts are excluded, all bolts which used 
nuts harder than 8o~ were found to give loads higher than the proof load 
at 1/2 nut turn? and all bolts which used either the finished thick or the 
finished nut gave loads higher than the proof load at 1/2 turn. The finished 
thick nuts used in these tests were as soft as 7~ and the finished nuts 
curve as soft as 79~. 
On the basis of torquing method, 2 of the bolts which did not 
reach proof load were from the M-BH tests; 6 from the M-N tests; 19 from 
j 
the P-lO tests; and 20 from the p-24 tests. This demonstrates that impact-
ing the nuts is a more severe condition than hand tightening, and agrees 
with the earlier study.(l) 
The effect of type of torquing, nut hardness, and bolt hardness 
on bolt load at 1/2 turn is graphically illustrated in Fig. 15. Each line 
on the graphs represents about 80 tests. Since each point on the graph 
represents data averaged over three diameters and three different nut 
geometries, and since the range of hardnesses of the nuts used in these 
tests does not represent the range of bardnesses that might be fOUlid in 
practice, the data are presented primarily for purposes of illustrating 
the effect of certain variables; the actual tension values shown are not 
significant in themselves. From the slope of the curves in the figure, 
it can be seen that the bolt load increased with an increase in nut 
hardness, with a greater increase being found when the high hardness bolt 
was used. As would be expected) high hardness bolts gave tension values 
significantly larger than low hardness bolt values at 1/2 turn. Greater 
tension values were found when the manual ~ench was used instead of the 
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pneumatic -wrench. In general, it was found that the P-10 series gave slightly 
greater tension values than the P-25 series, the M-N series gave higher ten-
sions than the P-10 tests, and the M-BH tests gave bolt loads slightly greater 
than the M-N test values. 
The small spread of bolt tensions (over the three nut hardnesses) 
for the low hardness bolts in Fig. 15, suggests that the low bolt strengths 
may have been more the limiting factor) with regard to the percent of proof 
load obtained) than relative nut strengths or methods of torquing. This same 
figure illustrates again that for all bolt diameters) and nut types) used in 
this study the average bolt load at "snug" plus one half turn was considerably 
above the proof load. This conclusion would be further strengthened had all 
bolt and nut assemblies met fully the present specifications. 
A study of the data showed that at the higher range of nut hard-
nesses used in these tests the bolt tensions at "snugrt plus 1/2 nut turn 
were about the same for the heavy, finished thick, and finished nuts. The 
soft heavy nuts gave lower tension values than did the soft nuts of the 
other series. Recall) however, that the range of nut hardness studied was 
different for each of the three nut geometries. 
10. Maximum Bolt Tension 
Plots of the variation of ~mum bolt tension with nut hardness 
are shown in Fig. 16 for the 1 in. diameter P-10 tests and in Appendix B, 
Figs. B23 to B33) for the other test series. Trends in the variation of 
stripping strength with nut hardness are shown on the figures for each nut 
geometry, and are drawn as dashed lines for the low bolts when the low bolt 
behavior was distinguishable from that of the high bolt. It was h.oped that 
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plotting the data. in this i'orm'Would enable the development of a procedure 
whereby it would be possible to find the maximum recommended bolt static 
tensile strength for any given nut hardness such that. a tensile failure of 
the bolt would be fairly certain~ (or a procedure whereby the minim'~ recom-
mended nut hardness could be found for a given. bolt to be reasonably certain 
of a tension failure durin.g torquing) G UnfortunatelYJ because of the rela-
tively small number of tests for any given diameter; nut geometrYJ material} 
arid manuf'acture; bolt hardness; and method of torquing" and "because of the 
significant scatter found for some of the data, ·this determination of the 
stripping strength--nut hardness relationship was not possibleo 
A study of the 230 tensile failures for which the max:i.mum bolt 
load was successfully recorded sho~d that bolts tor~ued to failure gave an 
average maximum bolt load of ~+% of the tensile strength obtained from direct 
tension testing . Individual test values ranged from 6&/0 to 108{o of static 
strength. This relatively large scatter is due probably due to the use of 
specimens wl)se static tensile strengt.h varied significantly from the average 
of the sar::rples rerorted in Sec·tion 50 Hill (5) f'ound that the maximum torqued 
tension cf 5/8 in. and 3/4 ino diameter bolts for 7 test.s ranged from 6&fo 
to 75% cf ~h~ maximum load found from pure tension testa (9 tests) 0 Tests 
at Lehigh Un.:.. versi ty reported by Bendigo and. Rumpf( 6) on 56 bolts torqued 
to failure gav~ ca.ximum tensions of 75 to 95% of the max:i.mum load found by 
loading in direct tension (54 tests)r~ with an average value of 89% .. 
The M-U series gave an average tensile strength of 85% of the 
direct-tensior. strength (72 tests)~ the M~BH series averaged 84% (74 tests), 
the P-IO series averaged 83% (54 tests) J and the p·-25 series averaged 81% 
(30 tests) 0 It can be.seen from the smaller number of tensile failures in 
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the pneumatic tests that the impacting of the pneumatic ~ench increases the 
probability ot stripping failureo The heavy nuts gave an average of 87% 
(46 tests) J the finished thick nuts averaged 82<{0 (69 tests) J and the finished 
nuts averaged 83% (115 tests) of the static direct~tension strength. & The 168 
low haJ."'dness bolt tensile failures gave an average of 83% and the 62 high 
hardness bolts gave an average of 87%" 
The trends in torqued stripping strength VSo nut hardness indicated 
in Fig 0 16 and related figures in Appendi.x B were compared 'wi th the mandrel 
stripping test data reported in Section 70 The point on each torqued 
stripping strength curve estimated to be the most reliable was compared 
~th'the stripping test results (Figo 11) of similar nuts at the same value 
of nut hardnesso Two points were compared on curves in wbich'.the scatter 
seemed relatively small" It was found that the stripping strength obtained 
by torquing the assembly was smaller than the stripping strength obtained 
in the mandrel test" The overall average of ·the torqued stripping strength 
"n'aS found (u.sing 66 points) to be 76 percent of" the rna.ndrel stripping 
strength u For the high hardness holts till.s value was f01Ln.d to be 72f/o 
(using 50 points) and for the low hardness bolts 70% (based on 16 points)" 
Because of the extremely poor definition of some of the curvesJ these per-
centages are.reported only to give a rough apprOximation of the amount of 
reduction of stripping strength that may be expect,ed "When the assembly is 
torqued as compared to the mandrel stripping strength 0 The greatest 
torqued stripping strengths were found in. the M=BH testsJ followed by 
the M~N tests.s P~lO tests,? and P~25 tests in that. orde.r" This order of' 
strip]?:i.ng strengths helps to explain "Why more tensile failures were noted 
in the M-BH and M~N tests than in the pneumatic tests even thou&1. these 
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tests showed a slightly higher tensile strength than did the pneumatic tests& 
The same order of severity of test was noted i.n the loads obtained at 1/2 turn 0 
The effect of bolt hardness or bolt strength on the nut stripping 
strength was examined more closely by taking the ratio of nut stripping 
strength when the high hardness bolt was used to stripping strength when 
the low hardness bolt was used for all tests of similar diameterJ test tyPe, 
and nut geometry at a given nut hardness ~ 1 ~ (eog. 68-70 ~J 89-91~, 
etc 0) 0 In all., 193 individual nut tests were considered and the average 
nut stripping strength with high bolt to stripping strength with low bolt 
was found to be 1009; extreme values of individual ratios were found to be 
0 85 and 1.30& On the basis of nut geometry, the ratio was found to be 1&07 
(95 tests) for the heavy nut, 1010 (69 tests) for the finished thick nut, 
and 1.16 (29 tests) for the finished nuto Thus, for a given nut, its 
stripping strength can be expected to increase with an increase in bolt 
st,rengt.ho 
A rough measure of the balance point between tensile and stripping 
failures "ffi.S estimated from Fig. 16 and the Figs" B25 and B29) in the 
* Appendix for high hardness bolts of the P,ulO tests. For the 3/4 in., 
diameter bolt (ultimate strength in d..irect tension,? 168 perce?t of proof 
load) ~he balance between tension and stri~ping appeared to be near 87 ~ 
for the heavy nut" 95 ~ for the finished t~hick nut and 98 ~ for the 
finished nut. For the 7/8 ino diameter bolt (ultimate st.rength in direct 
tension, 202 percent of proof load) tr~s point seemed to be near 83 ~ for 
the heatTY nut and 100 ~ for the finished nut 0 For the 1 in 0 diameter bolt 
(tensile strength, 203 :percent proof load) this point was about 99 ~ for 
the finished nuto A graphical presentation of type of failure versus nut 
hardness will be discussed in Section 12 0 
* Selected because this is the more severe condition~ 
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110 Number of Nut Turns to Failure--Tensile Failures 
The distribution of the number of nut turns to failure of the 
specimens which failed in tension is shown on Figo 170 The data for the 
three diameters and two bolt hardness values are shown along with the 
envelope for the low hardness bolts and the envelope for the high hardness 
bolts 0 The data represents the results of some 241 tensile failures.. All 
of these bolts had the length of thread specified for the semi-finished 
hexagon bolts; not the thread lengths of the new (1960) heavy head struc-
tural bolts e The results reported herein on nut turns to failure may not 
be directly applicable to the new type bolts because of substantial 
differences in the number of threads included in the grip. 
It can be seen from Figo 17 that the high hardness bolts tended 
to fail at a smaller number of nut turns than did the low hardness bolts 
reflecting the smaller ductility of the high hardness bolts (Table 6)0 
The average number of nut turns to failure for the high hardness bolts 
was about 1 .. 6 turns (174 tests) and about 109 turns (67 tests) for the low 
hardness bolt, starting from the ~isnug~t position. All of the bolts tested 
gave at least 1.0 turn to failure and no bolt showed more than 3.4 turns 
at failure 0 The preliminary study(l) showed an average of 201 turns to 
failure for all nut types (46 tests with. 3/4 in. diameter bolts) when 
torClued in a corrnnercial calibrator from "finger tight ii " The data were 
also examined on the basis of type of torquing; there did not seem to be 
any significantJ consistent effect of method of torCluing on the distribution 
of the number of nut turns to tensile failurec 
Drew(7) found that the number of turns to failure varied from 
2 to 3 with an average of 2 1/2; on the basis of 31 tensile failures. 
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These tests were started from a "finger tight" position, and the grip material 
consisted of a number of plies in all but three tests e Since "snug\1 position 
, 
. requires 1/4 to 1/2 turn iTom !!finger tight Vf these various test programs give 
( 
results which are in good agreemento 
l2 0 Failure Tn>e-~Nut Hardness Relations 
The distribution of the type of failure versus nut hardness is shown 
in Figo 18 for all of the assembly tests~ Each plot represents data taken 
from all tbree diameters and all four ty:pes of torquing. From the figure it 
can be seen that the low hardness bolts tended to give tensile failures at a 
lower nut hardness than was found for the high hardness bolt. .An indication 
of the distribution of nut hardness values for the three nut geometries used 
in the tests can also be gained from this figure 0 An examination of the 
data on the basis of test type showed that the manual torque wrench tended 
to produce tensile failures at slightly smaller nut hardness values than the 
pneumatic wrench, 'Which is consistent with the relative values of stripping 
strength reported in Section 10~ 
The data were also examined in. groups consisting of a single 
diameter .. bolt hardness, nut geometry, and test type 0 On this basis the 
width of the transition zone in which the failure type changes from stripping 
to tensile was found to be less than 10 points Rockwell i'B f1 in many cases, 
and was less than 20 points Rockwell''BI'' for the extreme case observed 0 
Because of the small number of tests in the several test groups, 
it is difficult to evaluate precisely the limiting bardnesses for nuts Which 
will insure tensile failures for all hardnesses of A325 bolts" This is 
particularly true for the heavy nuts since few nuts above 85 ~ were tested, 
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and also for the finished thick nuts where few nuts were harder than 95 ~. 
Further tests will have to be performed if such hardness values are considered 
to be important.. However, in the absence of additional testing) it appears 
to the authors that the following values of minimum hardness will prove satis-
factory for most A325 bolts and for the normal methods of tightening now in 
use~ finished nut, 100 ~ (23 RC or 241 Brinell); finished thick nut, 95-100 
~ (209-241 Brinell); and heavy nut, 85-95 ~ (163-209 Brinell) 0 These 
hardness levels have been selected on the basis of the limited data from 
3/4, 7/8 and 1 ino diameter bolts in this report and in other sources; 
therefore7 the levels have been tempered with the judgement and appraisal of 
the authors. 
These limits may be compared with the tentative conclusions of 
the preliminary report(l) which suggested for average bolt hardnesses (based 
on 3/4 in. diameter bolts only) at least 75 ~ for heavy nut~ and 95 ~ for 
finished nuts. These limits also agree in general with the minimum hardnesses 
for nuts now provided or specified for structural bolting~ 84 ~ for heavy 
nuts and 24 RC for finished nuts as mentioned in Section 3. 
13. Additional Tests and Measurements 
(a) Torque--Turns Relations ~ The values of the applied torque at 1/2, 
l} and 1 1/2 nuts turns and at maximum bolt tension are tabulated for the 
1 in .. diameter, manually torqued tests in Tables A-9, and A-10 of Appendix Ao 
Values of applied torque at 1/2 turn were found to vary by as much as a 
factor of two for specimens that gave tensile failures, used siwilar nuts 
and bolts, and were tested in the same manner 0 The scatter was far too great 
and the specimens too few in number to attempt an analysis of the effects of 
the variables in the test on the app~ed torque at a given number of nut turns. 
(, 
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The traces shown in Figso 6 and 10 give a good indication of the 
behavior of a belt-nut assembly during tight,ening 0 From Fig 0 6a lIDder. manual 
tighteningy the bolt load can be ~een 'to decrease slightly when wrench 
• ,I • ' 
pre~sure is releasedo The same phenomena occurs ~th impactingo Close 
examination of the trace in Figo 6b will show that bolt load falls off 
between blows of the impact wrench 0 A similar respoD.se has been reported 
earlier in another study at the University of Illinois(2) 0 
From the high-speed traces shown in Figo lOb it is seen that for 
the impact wrench used in these tests J each impact appears to consist of 
two main blows of driving force coupled with much sma.ller blowsp possibly 
from a rebound of the mechanismo 
(b) Torque--Tension Relations~ The torque~-tension curves for several 
7/8 in 0 diameter M~N tests are shown in Figs 0 19 and 200 The curves were 
obtained from use of the X""Y plotter:.;,. The dashed curves in the figures 
represent the test,s in which a lubricant was placed on the nut thTeads and 
the bolt threadso The specimen number and type of failure (8 for stripping,9 
T for tensile) is indicated on each curve also 0 There did not seem to be 
a singificanty consistent effect of the lubricant. on the torque-tension 
relations 0 Lewi ttl Chessons and Munse (2) report the testing of. a speci men 
lubricated only between the nut face and the plate face and a similar speci"" 
men without any lubricationy washers being omitted under the nuts in both 
cases 0 The spe~imens were tightened to 5000 los 0 tension plus 1/2 nut 
t.u.rn 0 The non~lubricated specimen required about twi.ce as much tor'lue 
as the lubrica.ted * specim.en to reach this posi t,ion., Pickel (8) reports the 
results of 20 tests on 3/4 in. diameter bolts in Which. several lubricants 
* A molybdenum disulfide type lubricant was used in these ·testse 
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were testedo There diCi not, seem to be ar~ great effect of those lubricants 
on the torque .. ,tension behavior 0 Brass or st.eel washers were used under the 
nuts of those specimens) however 0 
Applied torq,ue values required to tighten the bolt to proof load 
were noted for the 3/4 irL M'~N and M=BH tests and the 7/8 ino diameter M=N 
tests and are record,ed :i.n Table A<z>lJ A-2; and. A'~5~ respectively" No consis~ 
tent variation of the applied torque at the proof load was evident for any 
of tb.e variables under study (including head or nut torqu.ing) 2 de-spite the 
use of washers under the t.orqued part 0 
(c) Low Temperature Tests g Th~ resl11ts of the low t,emperature t.ests 
are shown in Fig. 2l. Each point plotted at 32°F and ~50oF represents the 
maximxm bolt load obtained from one specimen tested using the procedure of 
th:: F=lO -tests. The po:i.nts plotted a,·t 75°F represent the average of three 
spec.imens E:s.ch and are a pat>t of the reg~llar P~lO test series 0 The nu.t.s used 
yere from the finished series and. had bar'dnes$. valu.es of 96=99 ~ 0 Tem;pera= 
ture rea..:lings taken immediately a.f't,·er .f:.esting using a hand pyrometer on both 
t.hr.; bolt a.nd ti-~ nut port:i.ons of the: br.oken specimen showed. that the low 
her-Cine-55 bel r ':-! the 320F test had. rea.ched 590F,~ in the cu500F tests.~ the 
l.ow b.?.T'dn~ss "bC'l~ reaclJ.ed 50°F after t.esting and the high hardness bolt 
..... 
rea.ched~~-F ['~':S.USE Qf exposure to r08m temperature and because of the 
energy 8.ppli".:·:' ~r. tigrd:,=ning and break.i.ng the bol.t 0 The high hardness bolt 
t·est=d at 32cy ~9VE- 9. : percent smaller value of' maximam bolt tensile strength 
t·han the :\:"000 t-emperat".1.Yc tests j and the ~·50oF test showed a 13 percent 
reduct·ion from th.s: room temperature va.l·!~e 0 For the low hardness bolts these 
figures are 12 percent and 16 percent respectively 0 However} all values 
l.rere st.ill in ex.cess of the proof load. pr-escribedo 
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In general~ the s~ecimens gave tensile failures of the bolt and no 
differences in the fractured surfaces were evident when compared to the 
s~ecimens tested at room temperature. 
One heavy series low hardness nut V/aS tested on a high hardness 
bolt at _42oF and resulted in a stripping failure of the nut. The maximum 
load. attained was 27. 6 ki~s 0 The corres~onding average value for similar 
specimens tested in the P,·lO group at room temperature was 31.0 kips. This 
one test is insuf'ficient to suggest 8JJ.y quantitative conclusions~ 
rr 0 SUMMARY OF RESULTS 
The results of the 700 tests performed for this study have been 
summarized below. It should be recalled that the many variables which 
entered into the program were reflected in considerab~ scatter of certain 
results; it should also be remembered that many of the nuts tested were 
softer than those now in use} and that the bolts had longer thread lengths 
than those A325 bolts which are now most commonly provided for structural 
uses. 
10 Nut stripping strength (as determined from mandrel tests) 
increased with nut hardness. A quanti tYJ "ultimate bearing stress II was 
computed which permitted comparison of nuts having different diameters 
and geometries. (Sec. 7a) 
2. From the v1snugvv position (5000 Ibso)J maximum bolt. load was 
reached in less than 1/2 turn in approximately 30 percent of the testsJ 
between 1/2 and 1 turn in about 55 percent, and beyond 1 but less than 
1 1/2 turn in the remainder of the tests 0 The numbers of turns to maximum 
load for specimens which failed by stripping were generally less than for 
those having tensile failures 0 (Seco 8) 
3. Bolt tension at 1/2 turn increased. with increased'nut 
hardness) increased bolt hardness.> and when manual rather than pneumatic 
tightening was used. (Sec. 9) 
4. The load at 1/2 nut turn exceeded the current ASTM A325 proof 
load for 540 (92 percent) of the 587 tests for 'which this load was recorded. 
Of the 47 specimens which failed to provide the proof load at 1/2 turn, 
only 9 used high hardness bolts) and all 47 either had nuts of hardnesses 
less than thos~ currently provided for nuts of similar dimensions for use 
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in structur.al applications or were used with the 1 ino diameter low hardness 
bolts which had. a very low "yield point 8, 0 (Sec 0 9) 
5. Of the 47 bolts which did not reach proof load at 1/2 turny 
2 were tightened by turning the headJ 6 by turning the nut; 19 by impacting 
one turn in 10 seconds; and 20 by impacting one ~urn in 25 seconds. These 
results indicate; at least qualitatively~ the relative severities for the 
methods of tightening& (Sec. 9) 
60 No consistent., significant difference was evident in the bolt 
load at, 1/2 turn between the two methods of manual torquing, or between the 
two methods of pneumatic tightening. (Sec. 9) 
70 A study of the maximum belt-load for 230 tensile failures 
obtained with the four methods of tightening showed that bolts torqued to 
failure gave an average maximum. bolt tension of 84 percent of the. strength 
obtained from direct tension tests. Heavy nuts or high hardness bolts gave 
a slight.ly higher ratio (87%) tha.u did the finished and finished thick nuts 
or low hardness bolts (83%)0 (Sec. 10) 
8n On the average) the torqued stripI,ing strengt.h of nuts was 
three-fourt.hs the stripping strength ITom mandrel testso Greater stripping 
strengths were developed in manual tight.eni.ng th8J1 in pneumatic tightening" 
(Sec. lO) 
9 0 Bolt hardness appeared to a~ffe('.t nut, stripping st.rengthJ 
high hardness bolts gave about 9 percent more nut stripping strength than 
low hardness bolts. (Sec. 10) 
100 High hardness belts ('Yn. th t:bread lengths specified for regular 
semi-f'inished hex bolts) were found to give tensile failures at a smaller 
number of tu.rns (average 106) than low hardness bolts (average 1(9) from 
the 5 ki:ps or ffsnugrt :position. No bolt gave less than 1.0 or more than 
3.4 turnso (Sec. 11) 
110 The value of nut hardness at which there seemed to be a 
transition from stri:p:ping failure to tensile failure ap:peared to depend 
on a number of factors} including: type of torquing; bolt strength; and 
nut geometry, hardness" and method of manufacture. Minimum nut hardnesses 
to insure tensile failures for most A325 bolts} as selected by the authors} 
are listed in Section 12. 
12. Based on the limited number of low tem:perature tests :per-
formed in this study} there seems to be some reduction in the maximum 
torqued strengt~ of a bolt with a reduction in temperature. (Sec. 13c) 
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Vo CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the results of this series of tests, and within the range 
of variables studied, the following conclusions may be made~ 
10 Bolt load at 1/2 turn; and nut stripping strength (torqued), 
increase with an increase in nut hardness and/or bolt hardnessa 
20 Bolts which are torqued to tensile failure give an average 
maximum bolt tension of approximately 84% of the tensile strength obtained 
from direct tension testso 
30 Nuts which are torqued to stripping failures give an average 
maximum bolt tension that will be about 3/4 of the stripping strength 
obtained from mandrel stripping testso 
40 Use of pneumatic torquing increases somewhat the probability 
of stripping as compared with manual torquing and tends to reduce the bolt 
load obtained at 1/2 turn from fTsnugffJ but not below the bolt proof loado 
50 High hardness bolts may give tensile failures at a smaller 
number of nut turns than low hardness bolts 0 
6. Some reduction in tensile strength of a bolt may occur if 
the bolt is torqued to failure at low terrq:>eratu-reso 
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TABLE 1 
DESCRIPTION OF NUT MATERIALJ METHOD ~F MANUFACTURE A..TID HARDNESS 
Size Type Hardriess Material+ Method of (in.) Relative Average~(~) Manufacture* 
ww 65 C1109 1 
3/4 Heavy Medo 72 Bll12 2 
High 85 B1112 2 
3/4 Finished WW .80 cI045 3 
Thick Medo 85 c1045 3 
High 94 CII09 1 
3/4 Finished I.6w 96 e1108 4 
Medu 97 c1045 3 
High lOO cI045 3 
ww 69 CII09 1 
7/8 Heavy Medo 81 CI109 1 
High 82 Bll12 2 
7/8 Finished Low B3 CI109 1 
Thick Medo 86 cl045 3 
High 96 clo45 3 
ww 89 Bll12 2 
7/8 Finished Medo 95 c1045 3 
High 98 cl045 3 
urw 64 CII09 1 
1 Heavy Med" 61 B1112 2 
High ·88 B1112 2 
1 Finished ww 81 C1109 1 
Thick Medo 82 c1045 3 
High 93 cI045 3 
ww 87 B1ll2 2 
1 Finished Medo 98 clo45· 3 
High (102)# c1045 3 
+C1045 and CI109 material furnished by manufacturer ItA tv" 
cllo8 and Bll12 material fUrnished by manufacturer ilBsw 0 
* 10. Produced by cold punching from bar stock" 
20 Produced on screw machines 0 
3· Produced on hot nut-formers and heat treated where necessary 
40 Produced by cold forging 0 
.JI-
~Approximate on1h ~ readings are considered accurate from 0 to 1000 
TABLE 2 
RESULTS OF 3/4 TIL DIAMETER NUT STRIPPING TESTS 
~ll ~2d ~2l ~4} (2) ~6) (7) ~8L 
Specimen Hardness (1) Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
Number ~ Br:Lnell Load Stress(2) Contac~ Thickness Bearing 
(Kips) (Ksi) .Area (3) (in2) (in) Stress(4) 
(Ksi) 
Heay;y Nut 
164 (68) 116 39·7 ll809 01159 0702 4808 
165 (66) 111 3806 11506 01109 0715 4807 
190 (71) 123 3808 116,,2 01060 0738 4906 
191 (70) 121 38.8 116.2 01080 0740 4803 
192 (70) 121 39.1 117.1 01020 0736 5200 
217 74 131 4308 13101 01050 0743 5601 
218 (75) 132 4404 13209 01040 0748 5700 
219 (76) 134 5408 16401 01150 0741 $403 
Finished Thick Nut 
82 80 146 49·5 14802 01028 0720 6609 
83 78 140 4802 14403 01049 0722 6307 
84 76 134 5003 15006 01059 0718 6602 
109 86 167 5603 1.6806 00942 0708 8404 
110 86 167 5403 16206 00932 0711 8109 
III 84 159 5904 177,8 01012 " 717 8108 
136 93 197 5804 1740~ 00922 0722 8707 
137 95 207 6202 186ry2 ,,1014 0720 ,B502 
138 93 197 55·7 1b608 00942 . 070l 84.4 
TABLE 2 ( Continue,d ) 
~1) ~2l (~ ) (4) (6l ~ 6) (7 ) ~8) 
Specimen Hardness (1) Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
, Number .~ Brine11 Load 
Stress (2) , 
Contact Thickness Bearing 
!Area (3) (in2 ) Stress(4) (Kips) (Ksi) (in) 
(Ksi) 
Finished Nut 
1 97 223 46.8 14001 01055 0641 6902 
2 94 201 4604 ~3809 01Q74 0638 67.7 
3 95 207 4800 14307 01065 0639 7006 
28 98 229 66.5 19901 01004 0639 10306 
29 96 211 63.3 18905 00952 0631 105·3 
30 98 229 6807 20501 01055 0626 10401 
55 (5) 99 235 7200 21506 00918 0634 123.07 
56(5 )~OO 241 7100 2l3·0 01034 0632 10807 
51 102 248 6807 20507 00918 0634 11800 
Hardness values in parenthesis were converted to ~ values from RC hardness 
of less than 20. Brinne1 hardness obtained by conversion from ~o 
. . 0. 
Based on the stress area of the bolt (0334 ino~)o 
Defined in Section 6 (e)o 
See page 160 
Mandrel failedo 
TABLE 3 
RESULTS OF 7/8" DIAMETER NUT STRIPPING TESTS 
(1) ( 2) (3 ) (4 ) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Specimen Hardness Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
Number RB Brinell Load Stress(l) Contact Thickness Bearing 
(kips) (ksi) Area(2)(in2) (in) Stress ( 3) 
(ksi) 
Heavy Nut 
406 69 118 56·9 12302 001291 0848 5707 
1tf'''\'7 t:.t:. 111 ~1 7 1'1 0 0.l446 _Ah.~ 4701 "TV ( VV ...L....L....L. ./-'-. I ~-"--'-O/ "'--:- ./ 
408 56 96 5209 11405 001410 0839 45·7 
433 80 146 68 07 14807 001504 .855 59 04 
434 82 152 74·7 16107 0.1446 .857 67.,0 
435 81 149 72.1 15601 0.1457 .862 63·8 
460 82 152 6603 14305 001457 .878 5706 
461 80 146 62.6 13505 001528 .859 5300 
462 83 156 6607 144.4 001493 .861 57·6 
Finished Thick Nut 
325 82 152 7206 157·2 001375 .879 6607 
326 81 149 71·3 15404 001422 .875 .63 07 
327 82 152 7202 15603 001387 0874 6602 
352 85 163 64·3 13902 001291 .82l 6704 
353 86 167 7206 15702 001303 .848 7300 
354 84 159 7301 15803 001315 0821 7502 
379 96 212 83·5 18008 001315 .831 8409 
380 96 212 7907 17206 001315 .840 8001 
381 97 223 83 09 18106 001303 0853 8309 
TABLE 3 ( Continued) 
( 1) ( 2) (3 ) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Specimen Hardness Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
Number ~ Brinel1 Load Stress(l) Contact Thickness Bearing 
(kips) (ksi) Area ( 2) (in 2) (in) Stress (3) 
(ksi) 
Finished Nut 
244 85 163 65.8 142.5 001446 0749 6705 
245 89 179 60.2 13003 001422 0743 62·5 
246 89 119 65.3 14104 001469 0763 6407 
271 90 183 7900 171.0 0.1183 .749 990l 
272 95 '6)7 81.8 177·1 0.1170 ·757 10206 
273 91 187 8009 175·1 0.1158 0747 10400 
298 96 212 92·5 20003 001219 .740 11309 
299 100 241 9001 195.1 001170 .746 114.6 
300 98 229 85.4 184·9 0.1170 .742 10903 
(1) Based on the stress area of the bolt ( 0 462 in~) 0 
( 2) Defined in Section 6 (e)o 
( 3) See page 16. 
TABLE 4 
RESULTS OF IH DIAMETER NUT STRIPPING TESTS 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Specimen Hardness Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
Number ~ Brinell Load Stress(l) Contact Thickness Bearing 
(kips) (ksi) Area ( 2) (in2) (in) Stress(3) 
(ksi) 
Heavy Nut 
649 59 99 7208 12001 .2053 0983 45011 
650 65 109 6809 113·7 .1849 0978 47·66 
651 64 107 6502 10706 01821 0977 45080 
676 60 101 78.5 129· 5 .2173 10009 44075 
677 59 99 6605 109·7 02133 1~006 38073 
678 57 97 70·3 11600 .2117 10009 41013 
703 88 174 109·7 181.0 01892 0971 74.62 
704 90 183 11101 183·3 .1958 ·988 71077 
705 88 174 11106 18401 01971 .987 71072 
Finished Thick Nut 
568 82 152 8805 146.0 01795 ·970 6305 
569 83 156 88.5 146.0 <>1926 ·969 5903 
570 82 152 89·3 147·3 01781 0974 64·3 
595 83 156 9001 14807 01712 ·959 6806 
596 82 152 92,,2 15201 .1808 ·970 6507 
597 81 149 92.2 152.1 .1629 0980 7202 
622 93 197 111·5 18400 01712 0968 8401 
623 93 197 11408 189·4 01672 0956 8908 
624 92 192 11205 185.6 .1699 0958 86.4 
TABLE 4 (Continued) 
(1) ( 2) ( 3) ( 4) ( 5) (6) (7) (8) 
Specimen Hardness Ultimate Ultimate Thread Nut Ultimate 
Number l13 Brinell Load stress(l) Contact Thickness Bearing 
(kips) (ksi) Area(2)(in2) (in) Stress(3) 
(ksi) 
Finished Nut 
487 83 156 87.4 144.2 01852 0864 6803 
488 88 174 8900 146,,9 01943 0848 6705 
489 85 163 82·5 13601 .1944 .864 6104 
514 98 229 11202 18501 01821 .858 8908 
515 95 207 11701 193·2 01783 0868 9406 
,..- ... 1': )J...O 96 212 11803 ~9502 01767 0863 9700 
541 97(4) 223 127·1 209· 7 01767 0859 10407 
542 99 235 13307 220.6 01709 .864 113·1 
543 98 229 13805 22805 01752 0866 11402 
( 1) Based on the stress area of the bolt (0606 in. 2) . 
( 2) Defined in Section 6 (e)o 
(3 ) De fine d on page 16 . 
(4 ) Mandrel fa:'led. 
TABLE 5 
RESULTS OF ULTIMATE LOAD TESTS ON BOLTS 
(with 100 washer under bolt head) 
Nominal Cross- Ultimate Type of Stress Ultimate 
Bolt Speco Sect. Load Failure Area Stress 
Diamo Hard 0 
(in.) RC, (lbso) (sqoino) (psi) 
3/4u lSI 24- 42,800 Tension 03340 128,100 
2S1 23 42J 400 f? YV 126,900 
3S1 24 41 z800 
!I YI 122z100. 
Averages~ 24 42J300 126,700 
314 ft 1S* 30 48,400 ~nsion 03340 144,900 
2S* 31 47 3 400 il II 141,900 
3S* 32 47.? 900 " II 143,400 
lE. 31 47;300 Ii u 141,600 
2H 30 47,ll60Q if " 142,500 
3H 31 47,300 " " 141,600 
lHl n. 47 z800 II II 141z~00 
Averages ~ 31 47 J 700 142,500 
7/8 11 IS 25 58,150 Tension .4620 125,900 
2S 26 56,650 Ii " 122,600 
3S 26 21z200 ii " 1222:200 
Averages~ 26 573 600 124,600 
718 ft l-H (729300 ) Stripping 04620 (156,500) 
2-H 3$ 73,400 -:rension II l5B,900 
3-E 22 722 :200 11 YI ~
Averages~ 36 72)900 157,700 
1" 1S (63.9900) . Stripping ~6060 (105.1 400 ) 
2S 22 74}800 Tension Ii 123 J 400 
3S 25 74)900 ~~ Yl 123,600 
lSI 22 73,800 i8 Ii 121,800 
2S1 24 72z 80o 
il Ii 125,100 
Averages~ 23 74,800 123,400 
1" lB (96,500) Stripping 06060 (159,200) 
2H 30 95,500 ~Tension II 157J 6oo ' 
3H :g 26~000 n II 128 2 400 
Averages ~ 31 95,800 158,000 
Note~ Specimen designations containing fiSh are bolts of low hardness 
. while those '"With "Hit axe bol ts of high hardness ~ Specimens marked 
wi th an asterik* were improperly identified 'With an 'liS U and were 
actually "Hit boltso 
TABLE 6 
RESULTS OF REDUCED DIMENSION TESTS ON BOLTS 
Bolt % Area Elongation Upper Ultimate 
Diamo Spec~ Reduction (in,.; in., ) Yield Stro 
(in. ) (psi) (psi) 
3/4" IS 5902 00192 104,400 119~100 
2S 5706 00192 110,600 125.9300 
3S 5902 00192* 89J250 114,600 
lH 5507 00162* 111J 100 133,200 
2H 5800 00172 106,,500 131,900 
3H 5109 00172 -. .......... I!Kr_. __ 140J500 
7/8" IS 6101 00212* 88 J 200 113; 200 
2S 6003 0.,182* 90,400 114,900 
3S 6204 00202* 89,000 113,600 
lH 3500 0013l* 109 J 200 i38.9300 
2H 5704 00182* 107,000 131,900 
3H 5704 00157* 105,500 130,400 
1" 18 5804 0,,186* 75 J500 103,100 
2S 5702 00182* 76) 400 104,900 
3S 5906 00,182* 73J 600 102,200 
1H 5300 00151* 102,9700 129,800 
2H 5206 0,,150* 104,100 129,100 
3H 52 00 00162* 102,000 130,,600 
Note; Specimen designations containing 91 S90 are bolts of low hardness 
• ?9 it . ~hile those Wlth H are bolts of high hardnesso 
"* Failure occurred close to gage point used to measure elongation 0 These 
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TABLE A-I ASSEMBLY TEST DMA 





































(3) (4) (5) ,,..\ \b) J._ \ \'( ) 
Max irm . .un 
Bolt Tension Tension 
1 1 1.1 
2 2 Noo 
T1.¢l Turn Turn Turns 
29.8 
29.9 




26 .. 4 
26 .. 1 
24 .. 5 
31 .. 8 
3109 
28 .. 3 
33.6 28 .. 3 
33 .. 3 2506 
32.9 24.5 




0 .. 50 
0 .. 53 
0 0 42 
0 .. 46 
0 .. 46 
12.6 0 .. 64 
13.7 0.,63 
7.7 0 .. 63 
0 .. 54 
0 .. 50 
0.46 
39 .. 2 38 .. 2 35.1 0 .. 50 
37.1 39,,2 36 .. 2 0.75 
37 .. 1 39 .. 0 3801 0087 
43 .. 2 44 .. 7 ·4207 0.88 
43.1 47 .. 5 46.6 1 .. 05" 
4105 44.7 42 .. 5 0 .. 91 
29.4 34 .. 5 26 .. 4 0 .. 81 
36.9 38 .. 5 3105 0081 
35 .. 0 34 .. 0 2204 0 .. 50 
38.3 32 .. 6 20 .. 9 0050 
39.4 38 .. 0 28,,4 0 .. 78 







33 .. 3 506 0 .. 73 
27 0 6 10 6 00 70 
30.5 4.5 0.65 
0 .. 37 
34 .. 1 507 0 .. 77 
39.0 10~7 0 .. 84 
3508 31 .. 5 19.6 0 .. 50 
3708 3809 21 .. 0 0 .. 73 
35.0 36 .. 0 21.8 0 .. 73 
41 .. 8 27&8 15 0 0 0 .. 65 
36 .. 7 41 .. 7 3903 1013 
(Kips) . 
.29 .. 9 
29.9 
30,,8 
34 .. 2 
34 .. 8 
33.9 







39 .. 5 










37 .. 1 
35 .. 3 




35 .. 8 










Load Failure No., 
(Fto -Lbs .. ) Type Turns 
360 S 



























































2 .. 16 
2 .. 50 
2.66 
2 .. 58 
1 .. 63 
1 .. 94 
1 .. 68 
TABLE A-l ASSEMBLY TEST DNlA (Cont' d) 
3/4" DIAMETER, M~N . (MANUAL WRENCH, Nu:r TORQUED) SERIES 
(1)* (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6 ) (7 ) (8) (9)+ (10) 
Maximum Applied 
Nut Bolt Tension Tension Torque Ultimate 
Hardness 1 1 1 ~ At Proof 
(~) 2 2 No. mad Failure No .. Specimen Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Ft. -Lbs .. ) Type Turns 
4 FL (98) 30 .. 1 24 .. 1 13 .. 3 0 .. 46 30·5 S 
5FL 96 34 .. 2·· 26 .. 5 12.4 0.39 34 .. 5 360 S 
6FL (98) 36;.0 30 .. 2 13 .. 3 0 .. 50 36.0 350 S 
1FH 96 37,,8 28.0 4 .. 5 0 .. 53 38 .. 4 300 S 
8FH 96 42,,0 29 .. 7 0 .. 50 42 .. 0 280 S 
9FH 95 32.9 30.8 30.2 0.40 35 .. 0 360 
31 FL (98) 3601 3306 29 .. 7 0,,54 36 .. 4 380 T 1082 
32 FL (100) 35.0 34.7 26 .. 0 0 .. 56 35.1 350 T 1 .. 50 
33 FL (98) 3501 3102 2202 0.67 36.3 380 T 1.50 
34 FH (98) 38 .. 0 37 .. 6 19 .. 7 0 .. 48 38 .. 0 410 ~ 1.58 
:z;t; VA' (99) 39 .. 7 . 4203 34 .. 1 0.90 42 .. 6 360 T 1.66 
.// --
36 FE (99 ) 42,,3 42 .. 6 35·5 0.70 44 .. 0 300 T 1 .. 87 
111 
58 FL (100 ) 3309 31.1 30 .. 8 0.60 35.0 T 1084 
59 FL (102) 3500 34 .. 8 30.8 0.,76 35.7 T 1077 
60 FL (102) 33,,6 31 .. 9 30.5 0.,56 3309 370 T 1 .. 78 
61 FH '10'" \ \ .1.)' 41 .. 1 41 .. 6 38 .. 0 0 .. 84 42,,4 340 T 2008 
62 FH (i02~ 43.7 46.4 42.6 0088 46.8 360 T 2046 
63 FH (101 3802 43 0 0 3904 1 .. 12 4303 340 T 2015 
* H - Heavy Nut; FT-Finished Thick Nut; F-Finished Nut • 
.. L ~ Low Hardness Bolt;H~High Hardness lkllt. 
+ T - Tensile Failurej S-Stripping Failure .. 
TABLE A-2 
3/4" pIAMETER M-BH (MANUAL WRENCRj BOLT HEAD TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied 
Bolt Tepsion Tension Torque Ultimate Nut I At Proof 
Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 Noo Load Failure No. 
Specimen (RB ) Tu;rn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Ft. -Lbs. ) Type Turns 
184 lIT.. 68 32.3 430 S 
185 HL 61 33 .. 0 360 T 
·186 HI.. 59 30.1 24.9 - 0 .. 55 30.5 390 T 1.18 
187 HE 66 34.6 33.8 - 0 .. 50 34.'6 310 s 
188 HH 61 34 .. 0 31.8 - 0044 34 .. 0 470 S 
189 HH 61 34Q4 33~6 - 0.46 '35.3 360 S 
211 HL 72 37.0 360 s 
212 HL 72 38.4 380 s 
213 HL 73 3406 330 s 
214 HH 72 39.5 460 S 
215 HE 72 37.4 280 s 
216 HH 71 38.0 290 S 
238' HL 85 3807 40.0 35.5 0.70 4007 340 T 2',,20 
239 HL 87 37·5 3905 35·3 0070 40.2 320 T 2026 
240 RL 84 3902 40.3 37.3 0.72 40.7 400 T 2034 
241 HB 87 41.7 43.1 4302 0077 44.9 300 T 2 .. 71 
242 HH Not Tested 
243 HH 82 44.3 45.4 43.8 0.75 46.3 340 s 
103 FTL 83 32·5 2201 - 0.35 33.2 T 1.00 
104 FTL 78 36.0 35.0 30.0 0.58 3605 T 1.80 
105 FTL 80 34.6 30.8 - 0 0 50 3406 T 1.33 
106 FTH 81 42.0 34.1 - 0056 42.9 s 
107 FrB 83 39.6 37.8 23.3 0056 4001 S 
108 PrE 81 40.5 35.0 - 0064 4106 s 
130FTL 85 35·3 34.0 24.2 0.66 36.5 s 
131 TIL 83 40.5 40.0 34.2 0.76 4101 s 
132 FTL 84 37·5 37.8 - 0081 39·0 S 
133 ~ 86 3606 - 0.44 3608 s 
134 FTE 86 42.2 37.2 - 0.62 42.8 S 
135 FTH 87 41.0 41 .. 3 - 0.72 43 .. 0 S 
157 TIL 93 36,,2 33.9 29·9 0059 37.0 T 1.59 
158 FTL 93 34.8 36.6 31.8 0 .. 71 36.2 T 1.85 
159 FTL 93 38.3 390 0 35.4 0,,70 39.6 T 2029 
160 FTH 95 4307 43.7 39.8 0 .. 73 45.7 T 2 .. 43 
161 FTH 94 4' ), ..L...""T' ),1 II -r-L 0 -r 40.1 0.67 4304 T 2.35 
162 FTH 95 44.0 44.4 40.8 0065 45.3 T 2013 
TABLE A-2 (Cont'd) 
3/4ft DIAMETER M-BH (MANUAL WRENCH) BOLT HEAD TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied Bolt Tension Tension Torque Ultimate Nut At Proof 
Haniness 1/2 1 1 1/2 No .. Load Failure No. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Ft. -Lbs. ) Type Turns 
22 FL 96 35 .. 9 32.0 18.8 0.56 36.2 S 
23 FL 97 39.6 39.'1 34.6 0.75 40.5 T 1.66 
24 FL 96 38.2 36.5 27·3 0.54 38/.8 S 
25 FE 96 44.6 34.7 - 0.54 45.0 S 
26 FE 96 41.3 34.6 - 0.41 41~3 S 
27 FE 95 40.0 31.9 0.52 40.5 S 
49 FL 97 23.3 T 
50 FL 96 34.2 28.6 - 0.50 34.2 T 1.37 
51 FL 98 34.8 29.8 - 0.59 35.2 T 1.45 
52 FE 98 36.4 35.3 - 0.60 36.9 T 1.40 
53 FE 97 43.6 42.3 39.2 0.60 44.8 -T 2.00 
54 FH 97 41.5 41.6 38.0 0.62 42.5 T 1.98 
76 FL (101) 33.6 29.4 - 0.42 33.6 T 1.07 
77 FL (102) 35.2 31.8 - 0.58 36.2 T 1.17 
78 FL (101) 34.4 30.1 - 0.50 34.4 T 1.24 
79 FH (102) 36.6 33.8 - 0.56 36.9 T 1.25 
80 FE (100) 40.9 39·1 33.6 0.58 41.2 T 1·70 
81 FH (101) 42.4 40.4 37.1 0.50 42 .. 4 T 1.63 
TABLE A-3 
3/4t! DIAMETER P-10 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 10 SEGS.) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Failure NQ. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) Type Turns 
172 HL 66 31.1 27.5 15·3 0.45 31.1 S 
173 HL 69 31.7 22.9 0.46 31.9 s 
174 HL 65 26.7 18.8 0.29 28.5 s 
175 EH 66 32.8 26.1 7.6 0.45:' 32.8 S 
176 HE 65 30.7 20.4 0.-40 31.6 s 
177 HH 65 29.8 24.2 0.41 30.3 S 
199 HL 73 32.8 22 .. 4 5.8 0 .. 50 32.8 s 
200 RL 71 32.3 23~1 5 0.56 32.5 s 
201 HL 70 29.5 19.0 0 0.42 31.7 S 
202 HH 70 31.9 22.7 0.50 31·9 s -
203 HH 85 42.2 46.0 44.0 0.89 46.0 T 2.67 
204 HH 70 31.5 18.6 0.42 34.8 S 
226 BL 74 36.6 35.7 22.4 0.76 39·0 s 
227 BL 74 34~5 27.4 13.8 0.70 35.8 s 
228 HL 87 37.5 39·5 38.3 1.09 39·7 T 3.0 
229 HE 87 45.2 48.3 46.4 0.88 48.3 s 
230 HH 87 44.8 4806 46.7 0091 48.7 S 
231 EH 87 -44.0 45.4 41.3 0.71 45.4 S 
91 F:rL 35.9 32.1 0.45 36.1 T 1.40* 
92 TIL 27.2 0·90 35.9 
93 FTL 37. 5 S 
94 FTE 81 39·0 3101 24.6 0.50 39.0 S 
95 PrH 81 37.5 30 .. 1 9·9 0.45 37.7 S 
96 FTH 80 33.8 21.9 11.2 0.36 34.5 s 
118 FTL 94 32.0 27.9 0 .. 59 33.0 T 1.33 
119 FTL 94 34~6 32.8 6.9 0 .. 52 35·0 S 
120 FTL 94 34.6 0.47 34.6 S 
121 FTH 89 36.0 12.1 0.50 36.0 s 
122 TIE 88 34.8 0.62 34.9 S 
123 TIE 86 38.3 16.3 0.50 38.3 s 
145 FTL 90 37.0 31.6 20.5 0.:50 37.0 T 1.50 
146 FTL 86 33.6 33.6 28.9 0.70 35.3 T 1 .. 78 
147 FJ?L 87 36 .. 9 35.4 0.62 37·9 S 
148 FTE 95 40.4 31.5 0.50 40.4 T 1.32 
149 FTH 93 4l·~6 33.0 5.5 0.63 41.6 s 
150 TIE 93 41.6 39.4 0·91 42.2 S 
*Not Ultimate 
TABLE A-3;(Cont 1d) 
3/4." DIAMETER P ;;..10 (PNEill1ATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 10 SECS.) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3), (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Nut 
Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 Noo Failure Noo 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) Type Turns 
10 FL 97 35.81- 34'~'2 22.3 35.Bt S 
11 FL 97 36.8 S 
12 FL 97 3402 3606 0.87 36.6 S 
13 FE 97 0.87 40.0 S 
14 FH 96 39 .. 3 28~"b 12 .. 2 0 .. 47 39.6 S 
.15 FE 96 35 .. 4 30.4 12.1 0.41 3508 S 
':t7 17T nn ':tt:. h ':tc f") f"\ 7.Q ':tt:. n m , 11':t 
...J( .L'..LJ 77 ...Ju"v . ...J,).c... v. JV ...JU·7 .I- ..J...-r...J 
38 FL (98) 36.;0 3709 350'3 0.90 38.8 T 2010 
39 FL (98) 3409 34.5 26.6 0 .. 71 36.4 T 1 .. 57 
40 FH 97 43.4 40.4 30 .. 5 0.66 44.1 .T 1·53 
41 FH 98 40 .. 7 38.0 0 .. 54 41.2 T 1.45 
42 FE 99 39·2 35.9 0,,46 40.0 T 1.44 
64 FL (100) 3502 35.0 32.8 0058 36 .. 4 T 1.76 
65 FL (100) 3507 T 
66 FL (102) 37.2 36.8 0.62 38.0 No Failure 
67 FH (100) 4306 40.7 36 .. 2 0.58 45.2 T 1.69 
68FH 98 41.4 40.0 32.5 0.59 42.4 T 1.60 
69 FE 102 4200 40.1 0.54 42.4 T 1.50 
TABLE A-4 
3/4TT DIAMETER P-25 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 25 SECS, ) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Failure No. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turn (Kips) Type Turns 
178 IlL 66 31.2 22.7 3 0.45 31.2 S 
179 HL 67 27.5 24.4 0.34 28.8 S 
180 HL 64 32.1 28.2 0.50 32.1 S 
181 HH 68 28.8. 20.8 0.50 28.8 s 
182 HH 66 32.5 28.1 0.46 33.8 S 
183 HH 67 28.1 20.9 0·35 29·5 S 
205 HL 70 33.2 22.9 5 0.56 33.2 S 
206 HL 71 32.0 21.8 0.47 32.0 s 
207 HL 74 33.3 2406 7·5 0.45 3303 s 
208 mI 73 31.4 20.9 0.48 31.6 s 
209 HH 70 32.3 25.2 5 0.56 32.8 S 
210 Jlli 68 30.3 2104 5 0·50 30.3 S 
232 HL 88 39.3 41.6 40.6 0.79 41.7 T 2.78 
233 HL 76 35.9 30.9 6.6 0.66 37. 3 S 
234 HL 84 38.7 40.1 39.8 0.85 41.4 T 2.96 
235 HH 76 37.8 29.8 8.1 0.56 38.3 S 
236 HH 75 33.9 24.8 0.50 33.9 S 
237 HH 85 4203 4409 42.0 0.85 44.9 s 
97 TIL 82 36.0 S 
98 FTL 79 32~5 30~1 14.7 o~ 56 33.3 s 
99 FTL 81 30.1 26.1 0.62 31.2 T 1·35 
100 PrH 81 36.7 25.2 11.6 0.41 37.2 S 
101 FTE 82 37.3 32,,3 24.3 0.50 37.3 s 
102 TIE 80 39·2 25.4 11.6 0.43 39.3 S 
124 FTL 88 3408 30.2 7.5 0.55 34.8 s 
125 FTL 84 34.0 20 .. 1 0.47 34.2 S 
126 FTL 87 31.2 17.2 0.39 31.6 S 
127 FrB 87 39.2 24.1 0.59 39·2 S 
128 TIE 86 38.5 22.0 0.51 38.5 S 
129 FTH 87 37.2 22·3 0.57 37.2 S 
151 FTL 91 36.0 32·9 18.2 0.58 36.3 T 1.57 
152 TIL 95 36.6 37.9 29.5 0.82 38.7 S 
153 FTL 94 36.0 33.2 17.4' 0.57 36.8 T 1.50 
154 FTH 93 42.2 38.,2 0.58 43.6 S 
155 FTE 94 38.8 35.1 7.0 0.59 39.4 S 
156 FTE 95 40.9 29·2 0~51 40.9 S 
TABLE A-4 (Cont'd) 
3/411 DIAMETER P-25 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 25 SECS.) SERIES 
(1) (2 ) (3) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Specimen Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Failure No. (~) Turn Turn Turn Turn (Kips) Type Turns 
16 FL 97 33.2 30.1 19.8 0.50 33.2 S -
17 FL 96 34.8 32.1 23.1 0.54 3502 S 
18 FL 97 34.3 30.4 16.2 0.48 34 .. 3 S 
19 FE 97 39.6 27.5 9.2 0.50 39.6 s 
20 FE 96 38.9 31.8 12.0 00 41 38.9 S ~ 
21 FE 98 36.6 27.0 8.0 0.39 3806 S -.. ....:..--
43 FL 97 37.3 37.3 31.8 0.65 38.9 T 1.98 
44 FL 74 32.6 29.0 17.5 0 .. 63 33.5 S 
45 FL 96 35.3 33.5 25.8 0.41 35·3 T 1·50 
46 FE 95 43.0 36.4 0.58 43.6 T 1.28 
47 FH 98 39.8 33.5 18.6 0.57 39·9 S 
48 FE 98 T 1.68 
70 FL 100 37.1 37.0 34.6 0.71 38.2 T 2.18 
71 FL 99 35·5 33.1 27.7 0.62 36.3 T 1.60 
72 FL 100 33.6 30.6 25.0 0.66 35.4 T l.55 
73 FH 98 42.0 39.6 28.0 0.58 43.8 T 1.55 
74 FE 100 42. :3 42 .. 1 31.4 0.67 43.9 T 1.60 
75-FH 100 40.3 42.5 34 .. 4 0.78 43.3 T 1.85 
TABLE A-5 
7/8" DIAMETER, M-N (MANUAL WRENCH7 NUT TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied Nut Bolt Tension Tension Torque Ultimate Hardness At Proof 
Specimen (~) 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Load Failure No. Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Ft. -Lbs. ) ; Type Turns 
409 HL 74 38.0 44.0 - 1.00 44.0 1185 T 1.32 
410 HL 69 33.6 49.0 48 .. 0 1062 51.5 ,700 T 2.00 
411 HL 72 37. 5 43.5 - 0.88 45.0 1320 T 1.38 
412*HH 72 44.0 49.0 43 .. 5 0 .. 76 53.0 430 S 
413*HH 55 41.5 43.5 4005 0.74 47.3 940 S 
414*ElI 73 '38.5 53.3 48.5 0.92 48.5 980 S 
436 HL 83 39.0 54.0 52.5 1.15 5507 440 T 1.65 
437 HL 80 41.,2 43.2 - 0059 45.0 1065 T 1 .. 21 
438 BL 83 46.0 45.7 - 0.,72 4902 750 T 1·31 
439*HH 81 53.0 59·0 45.2 1.15 59.0 510 S 
440*HH 80 35.5 67.2 54.0 1.10 69 .. 2 620 S 
441 HH 79 43 .. 0 69.6 68.0' 1016 70.5 860 T 1.70 
463 HL 84 47.7 53.2 55.2 1.79 56.,5 T 2056 
464 BL 85 45.2 49·5 50.5 0·95 51.5 T 2 .. 42 
465 HL 85 42.0 50.0 46.7 0096 50.0 T 2 .. 35 
466 HH 85 45.0 6702 54.0 1.00 67.2 S 
467 HE 85 43.0 66.0 6205 1.04 67.0 s 
468 HE 84 49.6 5808 49·8 0086 62.8 655 s 
328 FTL 83 53.3 600 S 
329 FI'L 82 57.0 390 T 
330 FTL 83 4402 1450 T 
331 FTH 82 47.5 5205 55.0 1050 55.0 1015 S 
332 PTH 82 S 
333 FTH 82 T 
355 FTL 85 50 .. 0 57.0 5502 1.25 57.0 435 S 
356 TIL 87 4705 5005 4400 0.90 52.2 520 T 1.60 
-357 FTL 85 48.5 52.0 47.5 0087 52.5 605 T 1.59 
358 FTH 89 5105 67.8 - 0096 68.0 S 
359 FTH 84 47.0 3801 - 0068 52.9 540 S 
360 FTH 86 60.7 66.3 33.5 0.81 6705 470 S 
382 FrL 97 4105 51.0 48.5 0.94 5201 500 T 2.50 
383 FTL 84 44.0 50.5 54.0 1.42 5502 580 T 2.00 
384 FTL 95 51.5 54.5 47.5 0.75 55.0 460 T 2.20 
385 FTH 97 57.0 67.6 57.0 0.86 71.2 800 S 
386*FTH 96 60.5 6705 69,,0 1025 69.0 555 S 
387*FTH 97 54.2 60.0 - 0078 64.4 690 S 
*Nut and bolt threads lubricated 
TABLE A-5 (Conttd) 
7/8" DIAMETER; M-N (MA.NUAL WRENCH, NUr TORQUED) SERIES 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied Bolt Tension TorClue Ultimate Nut I Tension At Proof Hardness 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Load Failure No. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Ft. -Lbs. ) Type Turns 
247 FL 91 47.3 47.9 - 0.91 47.9 TorClue' Bar Failed 
248 FL 89 4405 44.5 46.5 1.18 47.5 720 T 2.14 
~49 FL 88 46.0 51·5 51.3 1.27 52.0 960 T 2.47 
250 FH 88 T 
251 FH 89 T 
252 FH 89 T 
274 FL 94 -' 47.5 535 T 
275 FL 92 46.8 46.0 43.5 0.60 48.1 T 1.65 
276 FL 92 47.7 46.1 51.7 1.31 53·0 550 T 1.81 
277 FH 92 52.3 - 0.71 64.3 1550 No Failure -
278 FH 95 Washer Failed 
279 FH 95 T 
301 FL 100 49.5 48.1 51.0 1.16 55·3 720 T 1·55 
302 FL 97 51.0 4905 - 0.57 53.7 720 T 1.40 
303 FL 95 45.5 - 0.60 46.8 740 T 
304 FE 98 57.1 - 0.58 61.3 No Failure -
305 FH 99 T 
306 FH 99 T 
TABLE A-6 
7/8" DIAMETER, M-BH (MANUAb~WRENCH; BOLT HEAD TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied 
Nut Bolt Tension Tension Torque Ultimate 
Hardness At Proof 
(~). 1/2 1 1 ?-/2 No. Load Failure: No. 8pec~men Turn Turn Turn ; Turns (,Kips) (Ft~ -Lbs. ) Type Turns 
427 HL 68 Washer Failed 
428 HI. 58 34.5 47.3 43.8 0.93 49.5 T 2.07 
429 HL 67 38.3 36.1 - 0.57 39.3 T 1.26 
430 HE 69 44.2 53.5 50.0 0.84 57.0 8 
43l HE 69 40.5 45.5 49.6 1.40 50.5 S 
432 HE 67 41.4 40.2 33.2 0.74 47.5 S 
454 HI. 82 41.0 39.7 - 0.69 43.0 T 1.34 
455 HL 79 39.7 41.7 37.6 0.82 43.2 T - _/ 1.. '( b 
456 HL 82 35.9 38.0 28.3 0.86' 38.2 T 1.64 
457 HE 82 47.7 53.0 29.8 0.8'5 53.8 T 1.50 
458 HE: 82 49.3 52.7 47.0 0.75 55.5 T 1.50 
459 HE 82 48.3 45.1 0.79 52.5 T ~ ...... Cl - J...co 
481 HL 82 44.7 50.8 47.2 1.11 51.0 T 2.02 
482 HL 83 46.3 46.8 39.6 0.74 49·6 T 1.82 
483 HL 81 46.5 51.4 49.2 0.93 51.4 T 2.21 
484 HH 81 51.0 58.5 38,,'5 0.79 64.0 S 
485 HH 83 53.0 66.2 52.0 1.03 68.5 8 
486 HH 82 51.2 68.0 46.5 1.06 .68.0 8 
346 FTL 83 48.5 51·9 44.0 0.90 52.1 T 1.65 
, 347 FTL 83 40.6 42.4 - 0.78 44.5 T 1.46 
348 FTL 83 45.1 45.8 40.1 0.75 47.5 T 1.82 
349 FTH 84 8 
350 FTH 84 '8 
351 FTH 83 S 
373 FTL 85 46.6 52.6 47.3 1.00 52.6 T 1.63 
374 FTL 89 44.5 42.3 - 0.68 45.1 T 1.34 
375 FTL 85 39·5 46.5 39.8 1.13 47.8 T 2 .. 25 
376 FTH 84 43.3 57·5 18.8 0.90 66.5 S 
377 FTR 86 52.0 61.5 32.1 1.13 62.0 8 
378 FTH 85 53.8 62 .. 1 - 0.83 62.5 S 
400 .v'l'L _/ T )lb 
401 FfL 95 44 .. 5 48 .. 2 42 .. 9 0,,78 48.2 T 1.63 
402 FTL 96 47.3 47.8 44.3 0.92 48.5 T 1.57 
403 FTH 95 48.9 58.7 - 0·90 60.0 T 1.40 
404 FI'H 95 53.5 (68.0) 57.4 0·90 (68.0) T 1.57 
405 FTH 96 51.0 63.5 60.5 1.04 63.9 T 2.00 
TABLE A-6 (Cont'd) 
7 j8U DIAMETERJ M-BH (MANUAL-WRENCH,9 BOLT HEAD TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) 
Maximum Applied 
Nut Bolt Tension Tension Tor~ue Ultimate 
Hardness At Proof 
(~) 1/2 1 1 1/2 No. Load Failure Noo Specimen 'r.urn Turn Turn Turns (Kips) (Fto -Lbs. ) Type Turns 
265 FL 88 4908 52,,0 45.1 0 .. 94 52.0 T 1074 
266 FL 88 45.1 46,,7 42.1 0.84 47 .. 4 T 1 .. 76 
267 FL 88 4805 47.9 44.5 0.68 5008 T 2004 
268 FH 89 4306 (72,,0) 60.0 1.03 (72.0) S 
269 FH 89 49.3 (72.0) 5701 0 .. 91 (76.0) S 
270 FE 89 59.8 (70.0) 53.1 1.19 (74.0) s 
292 FL 93 4605 5005 4107 0092 50.6 T 1061 
293 FL 95 45.1 44,,8 - 0,,71 48.0 T 1017 
294 FL 97 4107 4207 - 0 .. 61 44.7 T 1022 
295 FH 95 49.4 53 .. 7 - 0,,85 55.5 T 1.33 
296 FE 93 51.6 56.3 - 0.69 59·7 T 1 .. 33 
297 FE 94 54.1 (7000) 57 .. 5 0096 (70.0) s 
319 FL 98 4203 4403 41 .. 2 0083 46 .. 6 T 1.78 
320 FL 95 4200 4105 - 0072 4305 T 1.34 
321 FL 98 39~5 37 ·5 - 0.78 43.0 T 1.25 
322 FE 98 5505 58.5 51.0 0 .. '74 60.5 T 1062 
323 FH 100 50.9 5708 42.0 0096 58.7 T 1.50 
324 FE 94 59.2 61.0 5205 0073 6109 T 1081' 
TABLE A-7 
7/811 DIAMETER P-I0 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH, ONE TURN IN 10 SEGSo) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Nut 1 1 1 ! Hardn~ss 2" 2 Noo Fa.ilure No. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turn (Ki,.ps) Type Turn 
415 HL 70 35,,7 43.0 4105 1.04 4305 S 
416 HL 72 3609 4302 36.0 1.11 44.2 S 
417 BL 68 3700 42 00 36,,5 0.94 4205 S 
418 HE 71 38.2 48.8 50.3 1.59 54.2 S 
419 HH 65 3700 49.9 5208 1.45 5300 S 
420 HH 72 38.1 4600 48.3 1019 4803 S 
442 m., 83 44.2 48.0 42.5 0.87 48.7 S 
443 HL 81 44.8 50.3 50.0 0084 51.0 T 1080 
444 HL 81 4302 51.7 4805 1.04 5300 T 1072 
445 HH 81 47.8 6904 59·5 1000 69.4 No Failure 
4·46 HH 82 4306 57.3 55.5 1.09 58.5 T 1081 
447 HH 80 44.8 60.5 50·5. 0.97 60.5 S 
469 HI.. 81 48.7 59.5 61.5 1.61 62.0 S 
470 HI.. 80 49.2 6200 6405 1.34 6500 S 
471 HL 79 44.2 50.5 49.3 1.29 52.0 S 
472 llli 83 41 0 0 6305 4205 1000 6305 S 
473 HH 81 42.5 66,,0 52.0 1 0 00 6600 S 
474 HH 82 4602 5703 47.0 1.01 59·0 S 
334 FIL 81 40.7 47.3 4408 1001 48.0 S 
335 FTL 82 43.0 ·No Failure 
336 FTL 82 43.0 S 
331 FTH 83 S 
338 FTH 81 4003 5205 5205 1009 5501 s 
339 FTH 82 5605 S 
361 FTL 84 4405 50.0 5300 1037 5400 T 2.27 
362 FTL 83 44 00 48.3 50.3 1019 5202 T 2,,09 
363 FTL 84 45.8 51.2 51.2 I ·~"17- 516e· T 2,,23 
364 FTH 87 39·0 54.5 3700 0·93 5407 S 
365 FTH 89 4005 57.0 S 
366 PrH 86 S 
388 TIL 96 46.0 48.0 4600 1,,17 51·5 T 1.80 
389 FTL 96 44.02· 48.4 4702 1.04 49.5 T 1080 
390 FTL 95 -. "':' 
391 FTH 97 4905 56.3 45:,,0 0088 5805 S 
392 FTH 97 43.2 60.5. 4500 1.07 62.5 S 
393 FTE 97 54.0 61.3 . 3708 0.70 65.0 S 
TABLE A-7 (CONT'D) 
7/811 DIAMETER P-10 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH, ONE TURN IN 10 SECS.)~ SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Bolt Tension Max. Tension U1t.imate 
Nut 1 1 1 ~ Hardness 2 2 No. Failure No. 
Specimen (~) Turn Turn Turn Turn (Kips) Type Turn 
253 FL 90 51.5 55.0 1.23 58.2 S 
254 FL 87 44.5 52.0 1.00 52.0 S 
255 FL 89 48.5 57.5 1.17 59.2 S 
256 FH 89 S 
257 FH 89 No Failure 
258 FH 89 S 
280 FL 95 4305 56.2 5400 1012 56.2 T 2.09 
281 FL 90 48.1 54.0 5207 0.95 55.2 T 1.66 
282 FL 92 4703 5402 4703 0.94 T 1~82 
.283 FH 95 48.0 4909 47.2 0.61 55.2 S 
284· FE 92 47.8 56.8 51.0 0.88 57.6 S 
285 FE 97 48.7 52.0 0 .. 60 59.8 S 
307 FL 96 42.0 49.5 T 
308 FL 96 52.0 T 
309 FL 96 54,,0 T 
310 FE 98 57.0 S 
311·FH 100 4308 0.70 57.5 S 
312 FE 100 46.0 1.07 58.5 T 
TABLE A-8 
7/8 u DIAMETER p ... 25 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 25 SECS.) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max. Tension Ultimate 
Hardness 1 1 1 ! 
(~) 2 2 No. Failure No. Specimen Turn Turn Turn Turn (Kips) Type Turn 
421 HL 67 39.0 50.0 ~1.2 0.91 50.5 S 
422 HL 72 39.8 49.1 48.6 0.75 50·5 T 1.80 
423 HL 69 40.2 43.0 30.0 0.75 44.5 S 
424 HH 71 38.3 33.8 37.0 0.71 40.1 S 
425 HH 68 '38.5 37.5 33.0 0.70 41.8 S 
426 HH 63 33·8 33·8 40·5 0·73 41.0 S 
448 HI.. 80 43.0 54.0 1.00 54.0 T 
449 HI.. 78 42.0 47·5 46.0 0.94 47.5 T 2.04 
450 HL 75 43·2 47 ·5 ~6·3 0·90 49·2 T 1.96 
451 HH 81 42 .. 0 49.5 46.5 1.20 50.0 S 
452 HH 80 51.5 S 
453 RH 80 52·5 54.5 46.5 1.04 56.5 S 
475 HL 80 41.3 45.7 47.3 1.50 47·3 S 
476 HL 80 44.4 50.3 50.5 1.26 52. 0 S 
477 HL 83 45.5 47· 5 48.5 1.39 49.0 S 
478 HH 82 41.0 5700 3800 1.00 57.0 S 
479 HH 83 42.5 52.3 0.96 52.5 S 
480 HH 82 43.2 55.2 39.8, 0.96 5'505 S 
340 FTL 82 43.0 44.2 41.0 0081 47·1 S 
341 FTL 83 43.2 4205 44·7 0·73 47.2 S 
342 FTL ~,.., 43.2 4802 45.1 1.20 50.6 S ,-,c. 
343 FTH ,..- 39·5 45 02 46.4 1.'18 53·0 S v'::: 
344 FI'H ::;, UJ.. 48.5 52·7 1.0'0 52.7 s 
345 FTH 6~ 39.0 4205 4006 0.85 48.5 S 
367 FTL r' . .- 42.0 43.2 15·0 0087 4402 s 
368 FTL " - 40.0 45.0 44.0 1.44 45.0 S ..... ,-
369 FTL ~. ::: 40.2 4402 50,,2 1.50 50.2 S '-) 
370 :FTH r' _ 41.0 46.0 10·5 0.75 53·0 S , ...... ~ ............ 
371 FTH ':5 42.0 1.00 50.0 S 
372 FTR E~9 44.6 44.6 8.5' 0076 48.6 s 
394 FrL 96 4707 T 
395 FI'L 96 44.5 47·5 1.30 49.0 T 
396 FTL 96 50.0 T 
397 FTH 97 51.0 51·5 16.5 0·75 58.0 s 
398 FTH 96 52.0 s 
399 FTH 95 43.7 0.88 54.0 s 
TABLE A-8 (Cont'd) 
7/8 II DIAMETER P.-25 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH ONE TURN IN 25 SECS,,) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max" Tension Ultimate 
Hardness 1· 1 1 l 
(~) 2 2 Noo Failure Noo Specimen Turn Turn Turn Turn (Kips) Type Turn 
259 FL 88 4300 4700 47.0 1021 4905 T 2~50 
260 FL 87 47.0 54.7 53.5 1.00 5407 S 
261 FL 88 4602 50 02 4907 1019 5305 S 
262 FH 89 41.6 56 .. 5 59.() 1.40 5905 s 
263 FH 89 44·7 53.2 43 .. 7 0 .. 85 56.1 s 
264 FH 87 41~5 5106 45.4 0.81 52,0 S 
286 FL 95 4J ,6 47 .. 0 45 .. 0 1000 47 .. 0 T 1.65 
287 FL 96 42.5 4500 4700 1 .. 26 4800 T 1.,90 
288 FL 93 49,,0 52.0 45 .. 0 0 .. 88 52,,8 s 
289 FH 97 4705 52.6 46.5 0·79 53 .. 6 S 
290 FE 95 52.5 
291 FH 96 51·5 52.6 13 00 0063 54.0 s 
313 FL 97 4205 46.7 4400 0 .. 94 4703 T 1070 
314 FL 98 45 .. 0 49.0 4900 1017 5105 T 1,,82 
315 FL 98 4603 48.5 45.5 0.,82 49.3 T 1080 
316 FH 96 4302 57.2 53.2 0.95 58 .. 5 s 
317 FH 100 53.0 T 
318 FE 97 47.5 El.4 1.,45 49.8 T 
TABLE A-9 
1· IN <) • DIAMErER M=N· (MANUAL WRENCH? NTJ:r TORQUED) SERIES 
(1)* (2) () ) (4) (5 ) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) 
~ 
Nut 1[2 'lUrn 1 Turn 1 1/..2 Turn Maximum Bolt Tension Ultimate H d C' 001 t Applied Dol t Applied Bolt Applied Bol t Applied 
Specimen (~)os Tension Torque Tenoion Torque Tension Torque No. Tension Torque Failure No . 
. ' (Kips) (Ft-Lu5) (Kip!.)) (Ft~Lbs) (Kips) (Ft-Lbs) Turns (Kips) (Ft-Lbs) Type Turns 
652 BL 65 45·8 1160 49·1 1130 47.6 1210 0.67 47.1 1430 S 
653 HL 64 42.2 980 40.4 1050 34.0 1050 0072 4409 990 s 
654 BL 66 46·5 950 45·2 1020 38.2 1060 0082 47.8 1040 s 
655 HH 62 4805 1110 41.1 1110 0053 49.2 1120 S 
656 HH 64 48.0 930 4200 990 25·5 800 0.64 49·3 1040 s 
657 HH 65 42·5 1055 45·1 1075 32.7 975 0·77 47.6 955 s 
679 HL 61 54.6 605 5105 625 3209 425 0.80 57.6 670 8 
680 HL 60 47.2 975 49·8 930 33·6 730 0.78 5000 935 s 
681 HL 58 5203 805 55·6 970 4406 820 0.87 55·9 915 8 
682 HE 62 57.4 1000 47·1 990 0·53 57·6 1020 8 
683 Illi 60 55·9 1010 46·9 1120 0·55 5601 1120 8 
684 HE 62 65· 7 1050 53·9 1120 0·54 66.0 1080 8 
706 RL 86 550) 890 60·5 940 58.0 1190 1.00 6005 940 1&8 2·55 
707 HL 88 63·5 1080 66.6 900 65·3 1310 .1.16 67·1 960 T 2,65 
708 HL 85 58.7 720 64.0 820 62.0 1390 1 .. 11 65·1 860 T 
709 BH 91 80.4 1280 5J.+·O 1700 0.62 82<0 1370 8 
710 HH 86 76.7 1080 57.6 990 0066 78.6 1370 8 
711 HH 90 80·3 1130 88.2 1250 3800 960 1.00 88.2 1250 8 
571 FTL 78 54·9 910 5606 1070 5409 1220 loll 57·5 1100 T 2,03 
572 FTL 78 54·9 910 56·9 1070 5706 1180 1008 57·6 1100 T 2.64 
573 FI'L 83 48·3 930 .5502 1110 51.6 1380 1.09 56.0 1150 T 1.85 
574 FTH 80 6500 1220 6705 1370 13 04 300 0.66 73·0 1360 8 
575 FTH 81 7305 1240 6504 1250 0·53 74.4 1240 8 
576 ErR 82 7100 1140 68,4 1270 0063 74.0 1300 8 
*H=Heavy Nut); FT=Finished Thick Nut, F~Finished nut. L=Low hardness bolt; R=High hardness bolt 
+ T'~TenBile failure; S=Stripping failure 
rrABLE A~9 (Cont 'd)"-
1 IN ~ DIAMl~ER M=N (MANUAL WRENCH,~ NUT TORQUED) SERIES 
(1)* (2) (3 ) (4) (5) ( 6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)+ (13) 
Nut __ 18- Turn 1, Turn 1 11...2 Turn Maximum Bolt Tension Ultimate 
Hardness Bolt Applied Bolt Applied Bolt Appl~ed Bolt Applied Specimen (~) Tens ion Torque Tension Torque Tension Torque No. Tension Torque Failure No. (Kips) (Ft-Lbs) (Kips) (Ft-Lbs) (Kips) (Ft=Lbs) Turns (Kips) (Ft=Lbs) Type Turns 
598 FrL 83 51.2 790 5805 970 5900 1310 1050 5900 1310 T 2079 
599 FTL 83 5606 860 6102 1060 6107 1160 1037 6202 1160 T 2039 
600 PrL 83 4908 850 5305 1230 51,,0 1460 0089 5401 1170 T 2006 
601 FTH 83 67.6 1030 77.9 1560 5005 1600 0.94 77.9 1550 S 
602 PrH 83 6906 720 6505 1220 2706 710 0078 7603 1180 S 
603 FTH 80 7104 ,1060 81 00 1640 4102 1370 1003 8204 1620 S 
625 TIL 92 50.7 1055 5402 1400 5108 1675 1~16 5403 1470 T 2032 
626 FTL 91 5800 825 57 00 1055 5401 1105 0,,63 5802 890 T 1097 
627 FTL 93 5605 925 5703 1120 5405 1235 1009 5705 1150 T 2.18 
628 FTH 93 7207 1050 7906 1340 1.0 7906 1340 T 1.56 
629 FTH 94 69,5 1460 7103 1800 1030 7307 T 1.45 
630 FrH 92 7708 1070 82.3 1390 7209 1770 0090 8300 1290 T 1055 
490 FL 87 5703 940 62.3 1270 5300 1870. 1000 T 1075 
491 FL 85 6505 T 
492 FL 86 54,,9 970 6004 1110 6004 1230 1.31 61.8 1180 T 2.80 
493 FH 87 6909 1160 4105 990 0055 7005 1160 S 
494 FH 86 68.6 840 7309 1050 3702 790 0,94 7702 1030 S 
495 FH 87 7400 1280 4509 1320 0060 7509 1140 S 
517 FL (100) 5708 1140 54.4 1460 5105 17'70 0063 6003 1210 T 1076 
518 FL ( 99) 5508 1300 5605 1750 5201 1980 0069 5904 1530 T 1059 
519 FL ( 99) 4709 1470 5405 1760 49.4 2000 1022 55.9 1960 T 1.73 
520 FH ( 99) 85.1 1730 81.5 ' 2240 72.4 0.63 8705 1860 T 1071 
521 FH ( 99) 7309 1830 73.1 2060' 0056 7504 1960 T 1029 
* H~Heavy nut; ,Fr=Finished Thick Nut; F-Finished nut. L-Low hardness bolt; H-High hardness bolt 
+ T-Tensile failure; S-Stripping failure 
(1)* 
TABLE A'=9 (Contid) 
,l IN 0 DIAMETER. M~N (MANUAL WRENCH) NUT TORQUED) SERIES 
(2) (3 ) (4) (~) ( ... ) \b (7) (8') , , (9) (10) 
-------- -.-------".--~~-~---~~~-~~--~~-~~-
('1'1 \ 
. ,,.l..) (12)+ (13) 
.~----.--
Nu+ ._)j.~_Tu~. ~!U~_!_._~~_ .. ~} 1/2 Tw::!~~~ Maximum Bol-t Tens::'.-'Jn Ultimate 
R :d·.) .., Bolt Applied BI).1. t- Applied B(.:l"t· Apl':lied Bol t Applied. 
S ~ J. .. ar nes~ m T i 1"'1 m i'r N rn • T - i1 N pec:unen (R_) Tension .Lorque . '. ens on ~Qrque .. ~ens c'n ' .. orque 0& ..I..enSlon ' orque , Fa _.ure o. 
\-13 (Kips) (Ft: ... Lba) (Kips) (E't=Lbs) (Kips) (Ft.~Lbs) Turns (Ktps) (Ft~I,bB) Type TUTns 
522 FH ( 78) 6707 1560 64e5 1790 1.00 6405 T 1053 
54·4 FL (102) 50e! 1150 5703 1310 5107 1100 0 .. 95 5703 1280 T 1.98 
545 FL (102) .47 .. 6 1120 56. " 1420 5101 1660 1 0 00 56.3 T 1.78 
546 FL (101) 5005 1200 5007 1710 45.0 1830 0.86 51.8 1720 T 1 .. 76 
547 FH ( 99) 76.3 1660 7906 1790 0 0 75 81.4· 1870 T 1,,23 
548 FH (101) 8109 1390 83".3 0 .. 76 84~o 1690 T 1~29 
549 FH (101) 7708 1600 77.3 0.76 78.4 T 1.06 
* H~Heavy nu.t; Fr=Finished Thick nut; F=F:inished nut.. L,~Lm.r hardr.!.ess boltj H~High hardness bolt. 
+ T~ensile failure; S=Stripping failure 
TABLE Ar~10 
1 IN, DIAMETER M=BH (MANUAL WRENCH TESTS.9 NUT TORQUED) SERIES 
(1)~' ('2) ~"J2L ( Lt ) ( 5) . 6) ( . ( 7) C8) ~ 92 (10) ( 11.) ; 12) t. • (13) 
Specimen Nut ]~ Turn 1 Turn 1 lL2 Turn Maximum Bolt Tension Ult. i mate 
._- - .. ----------
HardneSS Bolt Applied Bolt Applied Bolt Applied No, Bolt Applied Faillrre Noo 
(RB) Ten3ion Torque Tension Torque Tension Tor. que Turns Tension Torque Type *1(. Turns 
(Ki PG) (Ft,··Lbs) ( Kips) (Ft-Lbs) (Kips (Ft~Lbs) (Kips (Ft-Lbs) 
670 HL 65 43·6 910 33,6 910 1602 610 0058 45.2 980 S 
671 HL 61 4802 840 )+0 03 1060 803 380 0060 4804 890 s 
672 HL 63 J+707 840 4100 910 0067 5000 910 S 
673 HH 65 4807 700 4304 880 0065 5206 810 s 
674 illI 64 4901 630 4105 790 ~= 0066 5300 730 s 
675 HH 63 4705 650 4404 7)+0 0069 5306 750 s 
697 HL 58 5509 7)+0 5106 1040 0076 6600 900 s 
698 HL 63 5102 1140 5701 1300 52·7 1730 1.20 5800 1500 s 
699 HL 61 5001 1200 5705 1020 4508 1230 0·95 5707 990 s 
700 HH 57 5901 720 51.2 690 904 200 0066 64.6 740 s 
701 HlI 61 65.1 790 57·4 840 0064 68,2 8~0 S 
702 HH 64 66.0 750 54·9 750 0066 69.7 800 s 
724 HL 90 56.6 890 58.4 1470 53·6 1840 0083 60.3 1170 T 2~27 
725 HL 83 58.2 ,850 66·5 1030 66·5 1370 1035 67.9 1190 T 2.66 
726 HL 89 52.6 16-40 55·4 1640 50,5 1840 1.00 52.6 1640 T 2.18 
727 RlI 90 80.3 1010 1120 80.7 1330 s 
728 HH 90 8308 1000 1130 s 
729 HH 85 74·9 950 85,5 1050 8409 1110 1·31 86~0 1110 s 
589 FTL 81 5609 640 56,,9 1100 50.0 1570 0079 5901 1030 T 1098 
590 FTL 79 51)+ 1400 5301 1160 48.2 1430 0093 53? 7 1130 T 1075 
591 FTL 82 51,4 1000 51.6 1130 46~6 1230 0~83 5605 1490 T 1086 
592 FTH 81 7608 960 6600 1000 9,4 230 0068 7907 1030 S 
593:FTH 80 7500 900 5)+,0 830 0058 7505 910 s 
594 FTH 81 7706 860 56,1+ 730 0062 79~6 870 s 
* H~Heavy nut; FT~Ftnished Thick nut.; F=Finished nut." L=Low hardness bolt.~ H=High hardness bolt 
** T~Ten8iJ.e t·atlltre.~ S~Stripping failure n 
TABLE A=10 (Cont~d) 
1 IN 0 DIAMETER M~·BH (WOOJAL WRENCH TESTS) m.JT TORQUED) SERIES 
(1) * (g) (3 ) . 4) ( , ( 5) ( 6) ( 7) ( 8) ( 9) ( 10) ( 11) .( 12) ( 13) 
Specimen Nut 1/2 Turn 1 Turn _ 1 1L2 Turn -==Maximull Bolt_Tension lntima;te 
Hardn.888 Bolt Applied Bo1t'~Aj?p1ied Bolt Applied No. Bolt Applied Failure Noo 
(RB) Tension To:rque Tension ~r.oX'que Tension Torque T'w:ns Tension Tm:"CJ.ue Type**' Turns 
(Kips) (Ft.uLbs) (Ki.ps) (Ft'~Lbs) (Kips) (Ft,-Lbs) (Kips (Ft-Lbs) 
616 FTL 84 56,9 850 63·5 1290 61.2 1490 1.04 63·9 1330 T 2046 
617 FTL 81 59,9 1080 63·5 1500 4609 1530 1000 6305 T 1063 
618 FTL 82 59.4 940 64,2 1110 5404 1290 1000 64.2 T 1080 
619 FTH 83 71.4 860 60·5 940 0·70 77·5 980 S 
620 FTH 81 77.1 900 50·9 780 0.68 82.1 1000 S 
621 FTH 81 74~0 940 7006 1270 16~1 510 0.74· 82,0 1130 S 
61+3 FTL 93 56.5 820 6300 990 63.0 1180 1004 63,5 1000 T 2038 
644 FTL 93 5107 1060 5704 1480 5309 1830 0·93 57.4 14·20 'r 2~03 
6)+5 FrL 93 5202 900 580'+ 1440 5401. 1730 loll 5806 1580 T 2~38 
646 F'rH 93 85,,6 1080 7904 1330 17,,7 1500 0079 9204 1270 s 
647 FTH 93 87.5 1050 9301 1320 51.4. 1100 0080 94.9 1180 s 
648 FTH 92 7909 1160 7906 1750 7201 1960 0076 8600 1500 T 1·59 
508 FL 87 6700 790 68.1 1030 69031 1620 1.40 7101 1520 T 2080 
509 FL 88 5202 10J-l-Q 61.,3 1520 58 •8 1780 1005 62.0 1570 T 2032 
510 FL 86 6304 890 73,)+ 1230 5307 1140 1021 75. 8 1380 s 
511 ill 84 75,)+ 790 7'7·3 550 10·9 75 0061 8oG2 820 S 
512 FH 90 8509 950 4709 940 0.66 9106 1000 s 
513 FH 89 8300 880 51,2 620 0067 88,2 890 s 
535 FL (98) 54,3 1130 60.1 1290 5302 1,00 60.1 1230 T 2000 
536 FL ( 99) 53.6 950 570) 1100 54?9 1310 1,0'+ 57,7 1110 T 1,88 
537 FIL (98) 52.2 950 58,4 1290 51~ol 161!D 1,07 5809 1360 T 2.12 
538 FH (98) 8)1'04 1190 8403 1340 0,70 8700 1210 T 10.36 
539 FH (98) 78.0 1060 82,3 1170 73·,6 1320 0~83 82,8 1140 T .- 1052 
5hD FH ( 99) 86,1 11,30 87?5 1300 0075 8905 1.300 T 1.47 
* H=Heavy nut; FT~Finished Thick nut; F~Finished nuto L~Lo~~·i' har,dness bolt.~ H·,High hardness bolt 




TABLE A,,'·lO (Cont ld) 
1. IN, DIAMEJr_ERM,~BH (MANUAL WRENCH TESTS} NUr. TORQTJED:) SERIES 
(1) * (2,l ___ ~~L ____ ~:l ______ ( ~l ____ '( ~) ___ ~~ (7) ( 8) ( 9) (10) ( 11) 
Specimen, Nut 1. /.2 rr Il't 11 .---.- ... _ .. 1_ .. __ - __ ... __ .. ____ . 1 rr'llrn 
--'. ---- --------.---.. 
Hardness B,) 1 t- AI!pl i "1.1 BJ 1 t, Appl i o::d 
(RB) T~"n'J I Or} T()r'qj,{~ T,_'ns 1 on Torqllf! 
(, Kip 8 ( Fr. - L b 5 ) \ Ki pG ( FT:, .Lbn) 
562 FL ( ,101) 5.) ,1 1310 53,6 1730 
563 FL (101) 50,9 1370 5300 1680 
564 FL (101) 53,,9 980 52,,5 1320 
565 FH (99) 84,8 1.070 93,,1 1290 
566 FH (100) 9600 11.90 102,3 1330 
567 FH (101) 8106 1080 8306 1140 
* H=Hea"llY nut; FTo·Finished Thick nut."~ F~·Finished nut 0 
**' T=fl'ensi1e failure J S-Strippi,ng fai1u.r~ 0 








Ma.ximum Bolt TensJ.on 

















L-Low hardness bolt.~ H~High hardness bolt 
(- -', r-r---t 
(12) ( 13) 
U1 tiws;t,e 
F·9,ilure No ~ 











1i! DIAMETER P-10~ (PNEUMP.TIC WRENCH.9 ONE TUFN IN 10 SEeso) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) ( c') '). (6~ , .I C'r) (8) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension f\1axo Eol t Tens i.on Ultimate 1 1 ' Speci:men Eardness - Turn 1 TurI). 12 Turn .Noo Bolt Tension Failure Noo 
(~) 2 Turns (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) Type Turns 
658 HL 62 43 u O 4201 33,,2 0019 45u2 s 
659 R!~ 68 4107 3602 20 o il.. 0071 4308 S 
660 tiw 70 4406 4004 230.5 0066 4502 s 
661 HH 64 4103 3202 20 09 0073 4209 • s 
662 HH 67 4201 3102 306 0066 h:,' '7 .c. 0 I S 
~ 663 HH 64 4403 3806 1900 0063 46uo s 
685 HI, 63 4405 4203 2900 0078 4508 s 
--
686 HI, 62 42 08 4106 l801 0062 45,,2 S 
687 HL 58 4901 4802 2305 O04.}. 5102 s 
688 HH 65 5502 4404 905 0066 5600 s 
689 HE 6h 5206 4304 1203 0066 5307 s 
690 HH 61 5803 3409 809 0056 5809 s 
r:.2 HI 89 5004 5603 5609 1015 5705 T 3e17 
713 RL 89 5304 5609 6103 1038 6103 T 3041 
714 HL 90 5304 5603 5808 1028 5903 T 2009 
715 RH 86 6805 76rcO 6104 1000 7600 s 
716 RH 88 7507 7501 1104- 0089 8000 S 
71'T HH 82 6208 5902 10 0;. '- 0 I 6508 s 
577 TIL 82 43 00 4903 5106 1016 52 08 T 2050 
'- 578 F.rL 81 4808 5202 5.500 1.02; 5502 T 
579 FT~ 81 ·4806 5002 5l o 8 1,016 5208 T 2016 
580 PIH 81 5704 5303 3708 101.6 5809 s r, r 
581 FTH 82 5401 6005 5303 0085 63~9 s 
58.2 PrH 81 5805 5906 250; 0,82 6408 S 
604 FTL 83 440'7 4803 48 00 .loll 50 01 T 20 00 
605 FTL 83 4509 48co 44.1 1.012 4905 T 1096 
606 FTL 83 44,,5 1.806 5103 1028 50~4 T 1098 
601 FI'H 82 5409 5702 2407 0079 59·1 s 
608 PrH 82 5708 6003 50~9 0089 6009 s 
609 FTH 83 6009 s 
631 Fri· 94 4607 5008 5307 ,}",42 5409 T 2021 
632 FTL 95 h.803 5306 5403 1013 5409 T 
633 FTL 94 4803 5002 4707 1012 510.5 T 1066 
634 FrH 90 6607 6902 0092 72.4 S 
- 635 FrR 94 6809 6308 27,,5 0058 6906 s 
636 FrH 94 6704 71,,2 67.9 1 000 71~2 S 
. -~. 
TABLE A~ll (Cont~d) 
If! DIAMETER P-I0, (PNEUMATIC WRENCH, ONE TURN IN 10 SECS.) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8 ) (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max. Bolt Tension Ultimate 1 1 Specimen Hardness - Turn 1 Turn 1- Turn No. Bolt Tension Failure No. 
(~) 2 2 Turns Type Turns (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) 
496 FL 84 42.0 4700 42.0 1.25 4909 s. 
497 FL 88 4T~1 49.8 54.1 1.40 54.3 s 
498 FL 86 4308 47"07 51.8 1.20 50.4 S 
499 FH 87 6204 41·3 900 0.63 6402 S 
500 FH 87 6305 4405 706 0050 6305 S 
501 FH 85 63.5 S 
523 FL 99 50.4 50.4 4805 1.19 5201 T 1·50 
524 FL 98 4703 51·3 5204 1.10 54.4 T 2·37 
525 FL 100 4606 50.6 50.6 1·36 5203 T 2013 
526 FH 99 68.6 7504 1.11 76.4 T 
527 FH 99 7300 T 
528 FH 97 72.4 7504 77·4 1·30 78·5 S ,. 
550 FL 99 48~6 5301 5301 1.29 5405 T 2045 
551 FL 98 46.5 4907 5301 1.44 54·5 T 2050 
552 FL 100 47.5 52 ·5 5301 1.23 5405 T 
553 FE 102 71·9 76,,4 71·9 1.08 77·4 T 1·79 
554 FH 102 6805 77·9 77·9 0095 78.5 T 1·95 
555 FH 102 69.8 7604 73·5 0.96 7604 T 1·9J-
TABLE A~12 
liP DIAMETERJ P-25 (~NEUMATICWRENCHj ONE -TURN IN 25 SEes.) SERIES I 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9 ) 
:Bolt Tension Max .. wlt Tension Ultimate 
Nut l' 1 Turn 1 Hardness - Turn 1- Turn 2 2 No& :Bolt Tension Failure Noo 
Specimen ' (P13) (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) Turns (Kips) TyJ>e Turns 
664 HL 62 40 .. 2 3606 25,,0 0070 4300 S 
665 m.. 60 39,,3 31 .. 9 20,,0 0,,55 39 .. 9 S 
666 HL 66 41,,0 39 .. 9 2401 0,,66 43. 5 S 
667 Iffi 65 4408 3900 2300 0.,40 4508 S 
668 HH 60 4103 39 .. 8 15 .. 6 00 65 45.3 S 
669 HH 66 3701 43.3 3202 0095 4308 S 
691 HL 63 4604 43~4 26 .. 3 0.67 47.8 S 
692 B:L 63 4S03 500 1 4108 1 .. 05 5108 s 
693 FfL 64 4605 50 0 5 40 .. 6 1000 50 .. 5 s 
694 RH 61 S 
695 HH 58 S 
696 RH 62 50 .. 0 4301 14 .. 0 0 .. 61 51.9 S 
718 HL 90 46 .. 5 53 .. 5 5607 1062 5700 T 3 .. 06 
719 HL 91 5003 53 .. 0 5600 1 .. 22 56 .. 0 T 2 .. 89 
720 HL 89 52 .. 0 T 
72J. HH 89 7002 76~8 4z)., 3 1005 7701 s 
722 HH 89 7103 7408 2607 0076 74,,6 S 
723 HH 90 s 
583 FI'L 81 4808 5101 5009 1025 5204 s 
584 FJ:L 79 4508 49 .. 6 50e3 1032 51 .. 6 S 
585 FrL 82 46.3 5001 5061 0095 50 .. 1 T 2014 
586 FTH 82 6004 5906 3304 0079 6300 s 
587 FTH 81 5708 6209 3909 0 .. 96 63 .. 4 s 
588 FTH 81 5701 5500 2807 0039 57 .. 9 s 
610 FTL 82 43 .. 9 47 .. 2 4503 0087 47 .. 8 s 
611 FrL 82 4305 4605 3608 1000 4605 s 
612 FTL 83 4603 4808 41,,8 1008 50,,2 S 
613 FrH 82 5207 45 .. 8 1307 0,,87 57,,0 s 
614 FrH 82 54 .. 8 5605 1201 0,,75 59 .. 3 s 
615 FTH 81 55,,3 63 .. 0 1907 0094 63.8 S 
637 FTL 93 4408 50 .. 4 5106 1030 5208 T 2058 
638 FJ:L 91 4904 5206 5401 1075 5501 T 2042 
639 FTL 84 4409 4707 4306 J.~08 4900 s 
640 FTH 91 6300 ,62,,9 4405 0 .. 91 66 .. 3 S 
641' FTH 91 ~0-05 6707 5001 0096 6803 s 
642 FI'H 91 6309 6803 4309 0 .. 88 6803 s 
TABLE A~12 (Cont'd) 
l~ DIAMETERJ P=25 (PNEUMATIC WRENCH,9' ONE . TURN IN 25 SEes 0) SERIES 
(1) (2) (3 ) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) . (9) 
Nut Bolt Tension Max 0 Bolt Tension Ultimate 
1. Turn 1 Hardness 1 Turn 1'2 Turn 
... Noo 1301 t Tens ion Failure Noo (~) 2 Spec.imen (Kips) (Kips) (Kips) Turns (Kips) Type Turns 
502 FL 90 4703 5005 5201 1~15 5201 S 
503 FL 87 43 .. 8 . 5005 5405 1050 5405 S 
504 FL 87 5203 53 .. 7 5502 1039 5604 S 
505 FH 88 50 .. 5 .9200 39 .. 5 0086 6508 S 
506 FH 85 6202 53 .. 3 1503 0065 6407 S 
507 FH 86 6109 4308 1508 0071 6306 S 
/ 
529 FL 97 4804 5400 5205 10-15 5404 T 1091 
530 FL 98 4901 5500 5605 1050 5605 T 2045 
53!- FL 97 46 .. 8 5300 5501 1043 5506 -T 2020 
532 FH 98 6604 7205 4400 0085 7400 S 
.5-33 FE 98 6304 7704 7802 1020 1802 T 1 .. 79 
534 FH 97 6807 7602 7302 1000 7601 T 1082 
556 FL 103 4808 5401 5705 1050 5705 T 2005 
557 FL (10iJ 4707 5405 5601 1029 5605 T 
558 FL (100) . 47 .. 8 5203 5506 1050 5506 T 2 .. 75 
559 FE (101) 7000 7206 0092 73 00 T 2050 
560 FH (101) 6903 7604 7403 1010 1800 T 1075 
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( b) Fin. T1!Lck Series 
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FIG. B-6 BOLT Tl!NSION-TtImS BKLA'rIONS, 7/8 IN. Dl.A)£TBR M-BH TESTS 
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FIG. B-9 BOLT TENSION-TURNS RELATIONS, 1 IN. DIAMETER M-N TESTS 
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FIG. :8-12 U'.lAD m BOLT AT 1/2 TURN VS. NUl' KABDNISS, }/4 IN-. M-N TIS'rS 
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FIG. B-13 . LOAD m BOLT AT 1/2 TURN VS. wr HARDNESS, ,/4 nh M-N TJ:STS 
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FIG. B--l5 LOAD IN BOLT AT 1/2 i'URIi VS. w.r HARDNISS, 3/4 IN. P-25 'l!ES'l'8 
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FIG. B-16 WAD IN BOLT AT ~/2 l'URN VB. 1M HARDNESS, 7/8 IN. M-N TES1'S 
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FIG. B-17 LOAD .m BOLT AT liz TURN VS. Nm HARDNESS, 7/8 m. M-BH Tests 
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FIG. B-18 WAD IN BOLT AT 1/2 TURN VS. wr HARDNESS, 7/8 IN. P-IO TESTS 
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FIG. B-20 LOAD IN BOLT AT 1/2 TURN VS. NUr HARDNESS, 1 IN. M-N TESTS 
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FIG. B-22 LOAD ni BOLT AT 1/2 TURN VS. NUr HARDNESS, 1 IN. P-25 TESTS 
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FIG. B-25 ULTIMA.TE BOLT !.llAD vs. Ntn HARDNESS 3/4 IN. P-10 TESTS 
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FIG. B-27 ULTIl4An BOLT LOAD VS. NUr HARDNESS 7/8 IN. M-N TISTS 
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FIG. B-28 ~IMATE BOLT LOAD VS. li'l1r RABDNESS 7/8 m. M-mI TJSC:S 
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